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MPO STAFFING POSES PROBLEMS IN SOUTHERN MAINE
high cost of living coupled with a long-term freeze on
annual salary and cost of living increases creates a certain disincentive for new officers.

By Melissa Waterman
There’s a delicate relationship at work between Maine
lobstermen and the Department of Marine Resources
(DMR). Ask any lobsterman and it’s likely he or she will
grumble about unnecessary regulations and high trap
tag fees. But ask them about their local Marine Patrol
Officer (MPO), and it’s just as likely that there will be
grudging praise. Likewise, many MPOs commend lobstermen in their areas, citing their hard work and generally straightforward behavior.
So what happens when one side of that relationship
breaks down? That is what has occurred in southern
Maine, where as of January there were four unfilled
MPO positions in the district. “The problem is severe
right now,” said Bureau of Marine Patrol Colonel Jon
Cornish. “We’ve lost five officers in the last couple of
months.” These officers haven’t vanished into thin air.
Instead they have found other jobs in law enforcement.
Those jobs offer higher salaries than that of a Marine
Patrol Officer.
“It’s been a problem for the last two years at least,”
Cornish said. “It’s expensive to live on the coast. And
you are on 24-hour call every day you are working.
That’s a challenge for officers with young families.” The

The issue in southern Maine is acute because of the
discrepancy between an officer’s starting pay ($38,000
to $40,000 annually) and the cost of living in York and
Cumberland Counties. An MPO must live within 30
minutes driving distance of his or her territory. For
an MPO based in York, for example, that means either
living directly on the coast or slightly inland, in towns
such as Eliot or South Berwick.

The Bureau of Marine Patrol is looking
for more officers like Matthew Sinclair of
District 3 to staff the southern Maine region. DMR photo.

A quick survey of the property tax rates of towns in
southern Maine indicates part of the problem. South
Berwick, for example, has a property tax rate of $17.80
per $1,000 of valuation. Eliot’s is $14 per $1,000. The median price of a single-family home in York County was
$230,000 in 2015, up 2.27% from the previous year, according to the Maine Real Estate Information System.
In Cumberland County, that price was $256,800, up
4.6% from 2014. By contrast, the median price of a single
family home in Hancock County last year was $198,250;
in Washington County, that price was $80,000.
“This isn’t a new problem, it’s been going on for five
years now,” said Laurin Brooks, a lobsterman from
Continued on page 5
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It’s time to join your friends and colleagues at the Forum.
Photo by M. Young.

If it’s nearly March, then it’s almost time for the annual Maine
Fishermen’s Forum. This year the Forum will take place from March
3 to 5 at the Samoset Resort in Rockport. And once again a highlight
of the Forum will be Captain Keith Colburn from the television series “Deadliest Catch,” who will take part in the Thursday seminar
“Questioning Our Changing Oceans.”
“The session stems from the minds of our local Maine fishermen
who have been seeing and experiencing unprecedented changes in
the Gulf of Maine,” explained Chilloa Young, Forum organizer. “The
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President’s
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COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

February is not much of a month. It’s short a few days, after
all, and falls in the middle of the long Maine winter. Most
lobstermen have pulled their traps, though an increasing
number of lobstermen are fishing offshore throughout the
winter. The holidays are behind us and spring seems a long,
long way off.
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Yet Maine coastal communities still hum along during the
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Enforcing the fisheries laws of Maine is the work of DMR’s
Marine Patrol Bureau, whose Marine Patrol Officers cover
the coast from Kittery to Calais. Unfortunately, in recent
years the southern district, from York to Portland, has seen
a tremendous turnover of Marine Patrol personnel. At the
time of publication, four positions are vacant in District
1, leaving only the district’s Sergeant and boat captain in
place. Landings investigates the issues facing the Marine
Patrol Bureau in attracting and retaining Marine Patrol
Officers in southern Maine.
We also hear from Chelsea Nunan, a young woman from
Cape Porpoise pursuing her family’s traditional line of
work, lobstering. Nunan started fishing with her father,
Chris, when she was eight. Today she has her own boat and
is proud to be a fifth generation lobsterman.
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The abundance of lobster landings in recent years has led
to new markets for Maine’s signature crustacean and improved profits for lobstermen. Yet how those lobsters are
handled when they come up in a trap, are transferred to
the wharf, and then are shipped to customers greatly affects the price paid for them. Jean Lavallée, a lobster veterinarian from Prince Edward Island, has a lot to say about
lobster health. Lavallée will be speaking at the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association Annual Meeting on March 4.
This month Landings finds out more about lobster health
in an interview with the energetic Lavallée.

The Maine Fishermen’s Forum, held early in March,
draws fishermen, families and friends together.
Photo by M. Young.
reform bill, LD 1503, which will go to public hearing on
February 10 before the Marine Resources Committee. We
also check in with MLA’s Navigator, Alisha Keezer, on her
efforts to help Maine lobstermen find affordable health
insurance and avoid paying high penalties. This issue also
explores a subject fundamental to the survival of Maine’s
lobster industry — bait supplies. We review the state’s regulations to ensure that all bait sold in Maine’s lobster fishery
is safe; also the MLA pages include comments submitted
by the association to the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission on proposed changes to improve protections
for spawning herring.
Lobstering has long been a fishery marked by traditional
ways of operation. Maine lobstermen own their own boats.
They can only fish with heavy traps on the seafloor. They
conserve lobster stocks by V-notching female lobsters
and returning them to the water. But within the customary world of lobstering, some people are finding ways to
do things differently. This month Landings begins a new
series called “Innovators,” profiles of the men and women
who are thinking up new ways to pursue a traditional line
of work.
So, stay warm and enjoy this issue of Landings. And, if you
have any feedback, we’d love to hear from you!

Landings takes us through the issues facing Maine’s lobster
industry this winter. The MLA pages provide an update on
recent industry meetings to discuss the lobster licensing
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LOBSTER HEALTH EXPERT TO SPEAK AT MLA ANNUAL MEETING
By Melissa Waterman
At its Annual meeting on March 4, the Maine Lobstermen’s Association will
welcome Jean Lavallée as its guest speaker. Lavallée, who worked for many
years at the Atlantic Veterinary College (AVC) on Prince Edward Island, is wellknown in Canada as an expert on lobster health. “The MLA Board wants to
keep the conversation on lobster quality at the top of everyone’s minds, especially given how warm the ocean is right now,” said Patrice McCarron, executive
director of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association. “And Lavallée is the go-to guy
on lobster health and quality in our region.”
“I always wanted to be a fish veterinarian,” Lavallée
said in a recent interview. His father kept aquariums in the house and as a child he found himself intrigued by the creatures that lived underwater. The
Montreal native graduated veterinary school in 1995
and promptly moved to Prince Edward Island to begin work as a clinical scientist at the AVC Lobster
Science Centre. “I started working on lobster and
never looked back!”

starting in the early 2000s, 20% to 30% of the lobsters were soft-shell. That was
very strange,” Lavallée said. So his team began monitoring the lobster stocks to
try to determine what was happening.
“We went out before, during and after the commercial fishing season to sample lobsters,” Lavallée said. The scientists took blood samples from lobsters to
determine their blood protein levels. When a lobster molts, it draws in large
amounts of seawater to plump up while its shell hardens. That water dilutes
the blood proteins in its tissues. Blood protein levels will remain low for several weeks after molting, providing clues to scientists as to when the animal
shed. They would also take a clipping of a lobster’s
swimmeret (the small fins beneath the tail) to examine under a microscope. “You can see the new shell
forming under the old shell,” Lavallée explained, another clue as to the time of molt.
By 2012, Lavallée and his colleagues had sampled
more than 100,000 lobsters. They put these data online
for all to see. “You can compare one wharf to another
or compare among years. These data are very valuable to lobster buyers and processors,” Lavallée said.
From the data they found that there were important
differences in the time of molt between males and
females and among lobsters of different sizes. In addition, the lobsters began to molt progressively earlier each year beginning in 2005, although this was
not found in all areas sampled.

At that time, gaff kemia, also called red tail disease,
still threatened lobsters held in pounds. Lavallée
worked with lobstermen and pound owners to understand the behavior of the disease. “We would
Jean Lavallée has travelled throughout Atlantic
survey freshly caught lobster in in the 1990s and find
Canada
teaching lobstermen about how to keep their
that anywhere from 5% to 8% of the lobsters carried
lobsters
healthy.
the pathogen for gaff kemia,” Lavallée recalled. “A
Photo courtesy of the Cape Breton Post.
In 2012 funding for the Lobster Science Centre was
tidal pound could lose 10% to 15% of its stock.” Yet in
cut sharply. Lavalle and most of his team were laid
the Canadian Maritime Provinces the disease evenoff
.
Lobster
sampling
and
the database were turned over to the Fishermen
tually ebbed away. Lavallée noted that he hasn’t seen an outbreak of gaff kemia
and
Scientists
Research
Society
(FSRS) in Halifax (http://www.fsrs.ns.ca/index.
in ten years. “I have no idea why,” he admitted. “Did something change in the
html). Lavallée reopened a consulting business he had created in 2000. And the
environment to cause the pathogen to move?”
focus of his company? Lobster health.
From 2000 to 2012 Lavallée was part of a team of lobster health researchers
Aquatic Science and Health Services conducts clinical work on land and at sea,
at the AVC Lobster Science Centre. The team noticed certain changes in the
offers education on lobster health and quality handling practices, and works
molt cycle of lobsters, particularly those caught off southwest Nova Scotia. The
with different sectors of the lobster industry to create best practices for all seclobster season in that region begins at the end of November and runs for six
tors of the lobster industry. Lavallée is on the road a lot. “Since 2012 we’ve held
months. During that time, approximately 40% of all lobster harvested in Canada
more than 100 workshops on lobster quality and handling. We go where the
is landed. “Typically about 95% of those lobsters would be hard-shelled. But
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Guest
COLUMN

GUEST COLUMN: Ocean acidification Q & A

Richard Nelson, a Friendship lobsterman who serves on Maine’s Ocean Acidification
Commission, was contacted by Emily Zaleski, a high school sophomore from New
Hampshire, who had questions about the impact of ocean acidification in the Gulf
of Maine. Nelson took time to respond to her questions and kindly agreed to share
the text of their exchange here in Landings.

its somewhat contained system, influx of cool waters from the Scotian Shelf,
as well as the fresh water from its many rivers working to lower pH as well. The
stakes are high, therefore the importance of informing people about it is also.
Certainly recent history shows that people themselves can be drivers in what
the governments or decision-makers are willing to tackle.

Emily: How can we as community members work to help our oceans?

Emily: Is ocean acidification widely accepted through the scientific community?

Richard: We can all work, in our daily lives, to reduce our use of plastics and
unnecessary trash that all too often finds its way into the ocean and seek out
ways to limit our CO2 emissions by saving energy wherever we can and reducing the use of fossil fuels, not only in our homes but in our schools and communities. Every aspect of the way we deal with water, waste water, and runoff could, and should also be examined. Whether it’s our own septic systems
and lawns, or out in our communities in the sewer systems, industrial outflow,
storm drains, and agriculture, all should be examined with the hope of reducing nutrient loading, chemical pollution, or unnatural warming. We could help
educate others, advocate for the oceans in political arenas, and hey, the list is
long and could be a project unto itself.

Richard: The process or occurrence of OA is now accepted and is measurable
by science. Not too long ago though, science just thought of the ocean as a carbon sink, or that it absorbed carbon (CO2 ) without regard to what happened to
it in the process or that it might be detrimental to the ocean’s ecosystems. That
has changed now, but the extent and nature of its effects now and in the future
are being debated and need more research.

Emily: What might the effects of ocean acidification be on our seacoast and
nearby waters?
Richard: The process causing ocean acidification (OA), the combining of CO2
accumulated in the environment with the waters of our oceans, not only lowers
the pH by forming carbonic acid, it also removes some of the carbonate ions or
shell building substance from those waters. It can then be described as a double edged sword threatening all the shell building life forms in the oceans, from
clams to tiny pteropods that, along with other creatures, are so important to the
ocean’s food chain, by either dissolving shells with acid or hindering the building
of new shell because of the lack of carbonates. On the other hand, life forms that
photosynthesize, such as some algae, may use the increased CO2 to grow faster,
leading to more harmful blooms that create toxic or low oxygen conditions.
Emily: Do you believe we need more education about ocean acidification? Is
education about environmental problems important?
Richard: Because the science, understanding, and recognition surrounding
OA has all come about so recently, it makes education extremely important.
We, here in New England, have both economic and cultural attachments to the
ocean and share its vulnerability. The Gulf of Maine is at particular risk, with

Emily: Are signs of ocean acidification already appearing on the seacoast and
in the local marine life?
Richard: We have seen the first signs of this in some clam flats where harvesters have noticed areas that have become nonproductive, referring to them as
“dead mud,” no longer having a viable population to harvest. Shellfish aquaculture farms have also experienced problems when trying to raise oysters and
scallops etc. from larval stages and grow them out. These occurrences can have
immediate economic impact to businesses along the coast, and have pointed
to a need for further studies and research on the effects of OA on economically
important species such as lobster.
Emily: What is currently being done to reduce the effects of ocean acidification?
Richard: Certainly the reduction of atmospheric CO2 would do the most to
combat the effects of OA. The U.S. has made progress in doing that, but globally CO2 has still been on the rise. Hopefully after the meetings in Paris we can
all work to reduce this problem. Locally, coastal acidification can be helped by
efforts to reduce nutrient loading by our attention to runoff or outflow from
our homes, cities, industries and farms. Efforts to maintain and restore natural
carbon sinks such as estuaries and eel grass beds, as well as seaweed aquaculture efforts can all be valuable. We need to expand efforts in monitoring and
research to enable us to know the best methods and places to initiate remediation for OA.
Fishermen who might like to be on a NECAN (NERACOOS) ocean acidification
Industry Working Group can contact cassie@neracoos.org.
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Kennebunk. “New officers come to southern Maine and for some reason they
leave.” A new MPO is assigned where there is a vacancy. In the other sections of
the Maine coast, those vacancies often take years to open up.
“Without enforcement, some things go uncovered. With the presence of Marine
Patrol, certain things just don’t happen,” Brooks said.
To cover the gap in coverage, Cornish has sent MPOs from other areas down to
southern Maine, which costs the bureau money in overtime pay and puts stress
on personnel in the other districts. When the Marine Patrol Bureau is at full
strength, there are 38 Officers on the job. Right now there are just 31, one-third
of whom are off duty on any given day.
“It’s difficult. I am covering Scarborough to Kittery now. I’m a boat captain but I
don’t have any crew so I can’t go out,” said Specialist Mike Neelon, from Section
1. “My sergeant comes with me sometimes. But I don’t really want to be in a
truck. I want to be on the water.” During the winter approximately 50 boats
fish for lobster in his district. Those fishermen get “ticked off ” if they don’t see
an MPO on the water on a regular basis, Neelon said. “The municipal police
departments just pay more. They will
pay $24 per hour with overtime and
no 24-hours-on-duty requirement. For
the people who have left, the money is
the number one factor,” he said.

Bureau of Marine Patrol Colonel
Jon Cornish recognizes that southern Maine is a difficult place for a
new officer to begin a career.
Photo by M. Waterman.

Cornish acknowledges that the salary
paid to MPOs may make it difficult to
live in southern Maine. “Our wages
are not as competitive as local law
enforcement agencies. But it’s across
the board. The State Police are having
a hard time as well.” And he notes that
being an MPO is not for everyone.
“You have to be self-motivated. You
are on your own with a large area to
cover and you must be proactive. You
need to go to where the fishermen
gather, at the coffee shops, bait houses, docks, in order to get information,”
he said. “Personally I think it’s the best
job going. You get to work with a great
group of people in the fishing industry. It’s a way of life.”

Taylor and his fellow lobstermen remain anxious about a future of constantly
changing MPOs. “This season we had the usual stuff,” Taylor said. “Things got
screwed up a couple of times because no one was out there, can you imagine?
The whole zone council [G] is frustrated.”

NEW MPO BEGINS WORK IN
DOWNEAST MAINE
Andrew Foss, a ten-year veteran of the Maine State Troopers, joined the
ranks of the Maine Marine Patrol in January. Foss, a lifelong resident of
Washington County, began serving in the Lubec area of Section 6, which
stretches from the Hancock Bridge to the Canadian border. Marine Patrol
Officer Foss fills a vacancy created by the promotion of Russell Wright to
Sergeant of Section 3, which runs from the Kennebec River to the St. George
River.
Foss began his career in law enforcement as a police officer in Lubec. He
then became a Washington County Sheriff ’s Deputy between 2001 and
2005. In 2005, he joined the Maine State Police and served from Machias until 2015. “Officer Foss’ extensive experience in law enforcement and knowledge of the people and places in Washington County will serve him well in
his career in the Marine Patrol,” said Marine Patrol Major Rene Cloutier.
Foss also brings to the position knowledge of the working waterfront in
Washington County. Between 1991 and 2005 he worked for several aquaculture operations including Maine Pride Salmon, Treats Island Fisheries
and Atlantic Salmon of Maine. His duties included site work, boat operation, scuba diving, and operation of computerized feeding systems. “Officer
Foss’ experience on the water, operating boats and dealing with a commercial operation gives him insight into the challenges and opportunities of
the working waterfront in downeast Maine,” said Major Cloutier.
“I like working on the ocean and I feel lucky to have been hired by the Marine
Patrol,” said Officer Foss. “Working in Lubec is like going back home. I probably know 80 percent of the local fishermen and I look forward to getting to
know fishermen in the area better.”

But for a young person starting out in
southern Maine, salary matters. Steve Taylor, a Kittery lobsterman, pointed out
that the newest MPO in his area was on the job for a very short time before
taking another position for more money. “He was all gung-ho and then a few
months later he was gone,” he said. Taylor, Brooks and other southern Maine
lobstermen have met with Colonel Cornish and also DMR Commissioner Pat
Keliher several times to talk about the situation. “Something has to be done. It
can’t go on like this,” Taylor said. “When an officer is around everyone pays attention to business. So when there’s no enforcement, there’s a little more temptation. I mean, come on. This is the second-largest industry in the state and
there’s no enforcement?”
Brooks, on the other hand, thinks the turnover has more to do with the character of the people hired. “I don’t think money is the real reason. The new kids
come in here because the other districts are full and then they realize exactly
what they are in for. When you are on call you’ve got to go. I think kids today
want an 8-to-5 job,” Brooks said.
Loss of MPOs affects lobstermen. But it also costs DMR a lot of money. To be
an MPO, a person must go through eighteen weeks of training at the Maine
Criminal Justice (MCJA). Those who graduate are nicknamed “blue pins” for
the colored pin given to all successful graduates. Then they attend the Marine
Patrol school in Rockland for four weeks. Some go on to attend a federal program for boat operators held in Georgia. It costs money and takes nearly a year
to train a new MPO.
If that person leaves within five years of hiring and is hired by another Maine
law enforcement agency, a portion of the cost of the MCJA training he or she
must be paid back to the DMR by the law enforcement agency that hired the
MPO. “There’s a formula based on how long they’ve stayed. If you leave within
six to twelve months, you have to pay back a significant amount of the $30,000
cost. Then there’s a sliding scale, down to $6,000,” Cornish explained.
“All this training is important,” he added. “The skill sets required now are different than they were in the past. A lot have to do with technology. Our boats
have a lot of electronics. Also fisheries are further offshore now and we have to
go out there. The training we do has advanced too. There’s much more on water
survival, boat handling, as well as new training in impairment due to drugs
or alcohol.” Right now there are two individuals taking training at the MCJA
who will graduate in May, with another “blue pin” who recently started (see
sidebar). “We are very careful about who we hire,” Cornish said. “We’re not just
looking for warm bodies.”
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CAPE PORPOISE WOMAN CONTINUES FAMILY TRADITION
By Shelley Wigglesworth
In the tiny village of Cape Porpoise
the last name Nunan goes hand-inhand with lobstering. Twenty-year-old
Chelsea Rae Nunan is the fifth generation and only woman in her immediate
family to take on fishing for lobsters for
a living. In fact, the 2014 Kennebunk
High School graduate is the only woman currently fishing on her own boat
out of Cape Porpoise harbor.

Chelsea aboard her boat Miss
Melanie.
Photos courtesy of C.Nunan.

“I’m the only female out there now, but
Gretchen Nunan Erb, my dad’s second cousin, used to go fishing in Cape
Porpoise when she was younger. I’d
say that was about 40 or 50 years ago,”
Nunan said.

Nunan said both of her parents fully support her in her decision to be a lobsterman, though her mother did encourage her to explore other things. “I did try
other stuff, but I just always leaned more towards fishing,” she explained.
Even though lobstering keeps her outdoors nearly every day, Nunan enjoys
spending her free time in the open whenever she has the chance. “I like to hunt,
fish for fresh and saltwater fish by rod and reel, and ice fish,” she said.
Serious and committed, Nunan feels she is right where she’s supposed to be,
working as a lobsterman. “Fishing is what I grew up with, it’s a huge part of
my life. I’ve always been around it and on the water. I’m the most comfortable and at home there and I don’t ever plan on doing anything different,” she
said. “Everything about fishing is awesome as long as the price is right. There is
nothing like working on the water.”

The youngest of three children and the
family’s only daughter, Nunan went fishing for the first time at the age of eight
under the watchful eye of her father, Chris, on his boat, the Chelsea Rae.
“When I got old enough to go fishing on a regular basis, I went with my dad in
the summers, and then one summer I went with a family friend named David
Anderson. At the end of that summer I bought an 18-foot skiff off of him and
started working on it. Each year after that I’d try to buy a few more traps to add,”
she said. “I think my most memorable fishing experiences ever would have to
be that first year I had my own traps. I had ten of them, and my dad would take
me out in my brother’s skiff. It was just an 18-footer and he used to let me haul
them by myself, with the help of him, of course,” she recalled.
Nunan’s lobstering expertise and experience as a mariner has evolved substantially since those days. She now fishes a respectable 500 traps all by herself
aboard her own a boat, a 25-foot Novi with a 135 h.p. John Deere motor, named
the Miss Melanie after her mother. “I’ve been lobstering on my own for about
four years now, since I was 16 years old and a junior in high school. But sometimes my father will come with me and help,” she said.

Chelsea and her lobsters!

Maine Fishermen’s Forum

2016 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

PO Box 288
Bath, ME 04530
(207) 442-7700

The Maine Fishermen’s Forum Board of Directors offers a scholarship fund to benefit immediate family members (son/daughter, or a
grandson /granddaughter) or legal dependent of someone actively involved in Maine’s seafood industry, regardless of financial need or
academic achievement. Undergraduates attending a two or four year college who are in at least the second year of their program or
students who are in at least the second semester of their Certificate Program will be eligible. Applications will be accepted through
March 1, 2016. Scholarships will be awarded by a random drawing to be held during the 41st annual Maine Fishermen’s Forum. Please
note that previous winners are not eligible.
You qualify for the scholarship drawing ONLY IF you checked all 4 items below.
Do you qulify? (Check all that apply)
1.___Are you a sophomore, junior, or senior right now? You must be at least a sophomore in college to apply.
2.___Do you have an immediate family member actively participating in Maine’s seafood industry?
What do you need to apply? (Check all that apply)
3.___Complete this application & send to the address at the top.
4.____Provide an official transcript or Registrar’s letter of current standing along with application.
STUDENT INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION
Student Name____________________________________________________ College/University name____________________________________________
Street/Mailing Address_____________________________________________ Location of college_________________________________________________
City____________________________________________________________ Expected year of graduation_______your major__________________________
State________ Zip____________ Home Phone_________________________ **School standing as of Sept 2015 (circle one)
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Email___________________________________________________________
MAINE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY FAMILY MEMBER INFORMATION
Name_________________________________________________________ Relationship________________________________________________________
Street/Mailing Address___________________________________________________________________ Home Phone________________________________
City________________________________________________ State______ Zip________Email___________________________________________________
Vessel Name or Commercial License Number_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Describe Participation in the Maine seafood industry______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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INNOVATORS: Vince Stuart and Tony Raffaele
Lobstering is a traditional fishery, one of the few remaining in the United States
unencumbered by giant boats and high-tech equipment. Maine lobstermen continue setting and hauling their traps using much the same techniques and gear
that their fathers and grandfathers did. Sure, the traps are now made of polyvinyl-coated wire and a hydraulic hauler certainly makes the work slightly less

backbreaking. Yet lobster fishing largely remains wrapped in traditional practices
honed over decades of use.

Toward long-lasting bait

Keeping fishermen and the environment safe

By Melissa Waterman

By Shelley Wigglesworth

Vince Stuart, the owner of a Meteghan, Nova Scotia, company that makes
winches, gantries and other fishing-boat rigging, knew there was a problem.
Lobster traps in his area of Nova Scotia often lay empty of bait, due to sand fleas,
predatory crabs or other hungry creatures. Local lobstermen had to spend a lot
of time and fuel rebaiting their traps during their short fishing season.

Anthony (Tony) Raffaele, an ocean-inspired artist working in Westminster,
Massachusetts who is also an inventor, has developed a new safety product
that is quickly gaining popularity in the fishing industry. Made from 100% organic, non-toxic materials, his anti-slip agent helps fishermen stay on their feet
on deck.

So Stuart invented the Bait Savour. With assistance from Dalhousie University’s
Innovation and Design Lab he created a device that allows fishermen to extend
the amount of time traps can be left on the bottom yet remain baited.

Named “Safe House” after the wheel house on fishing vessels, the sprinkle-on
anti-slip product is a hard-wearing silica-based sand that is especially formulated for use on slippery areas on a boat such as deck soles, icy work areas and
any place where fish oils may collect, such as beneath dripping bait bags.

The Bait Savour consists of a base attached to the bottom of a lobster trap which
has a traditional bait bag, a metal spike on which to impale the secondary bait,
and a buoyant, injection-molded dome that closes over the spike and seals at
the base. Stuart and the University’s Innovation and Design Lab director Matt
d’Entremont designed a fuse made of recycled fish parts that biodegrade in water.
The fuse slips into a cutout in the side of the spike and locks the dome in place.

Some innovators, however, are injecting something different into this traditional
way of life. This month Landings begins a series spotlighting those people who are
creating new products or techniques that may change, ever so slightly, the way
things are done.

“It’s comprised of many grits, both tumbled and shale, that won’t damage boats
or freeze. It’s all-natural and it is simply sprinkled on the deck of a lobster boat’s
working area to prevent slipping,” Raffaele said. “Currently, fishermen use commercial detergents on their boats to clean up slips. There is no other product
for use which is made with natural elements,” he added.
Raffaele said he came up with the idea while working in Maine with a lobsterman friend. “When I was on the boat, the skipper said ‘Be careful, the deck is
covered with fish oil and if you slip and get caught in the rope, it could drag you
overboard and you won’t come loose until you hit bottom.’ The water temperature was 36 degrees and I knew I would most likely die, either on the ride down
to the bottom or from hypothermia. So I decided I wanted to invent an anti- slip
agent for the lobster industry.”

Vince Stuart and the Bait Savour. Photo courtesy of CBC.
When the fuse dissolves, the dome pops open, revealing the new bait. The length
of time required to dissolve the fuse can vary based on its composition and length.
The Bait Savour was tested among lobstermen in the Meteghan area who found
that they were hauling less frequently and pulling fuller traps. Stuart’s device
was named as one of the top 10 inventions of the year by Popular Science magazine in 2012. It also won a $100,000 innovation prize from Innovacorp, a provincial Crown agency that helps Nova Scotia companies commercialize technology they have developed.
Unfortunately, according to Stuart, his invention has hit some legal hurdles. A
claim of intellectual property infringement has brought production of the item
to a halt for now. But Stuart remains confident that someday the Bait Savour
will become common gear among Canadian and American lobstermen.

After developing and testing his product, Raffaele began giving away free samples to fishermen. “The lobstermen have told me they like it and it works and
they come back for more. Safe House can also be used on sundecks, balconies,
boat docks, steps,
concrete areas, or
basement
floors,”
he said. Safe House
comes in a natural
brownish color with
clear calcium chloride crystals; it sells
for $6 per pound.
“Usually a pound a
trip or a day will work.
You just sprinkle the
grit on the boat deck
and you will not slip,”
Raffaele said.
Safe House is easy to use and non-toxic to the
marine environment. Photo courtesy of A. Raffaele.
If you know of an innovator in your area, someone who tinkers with the way
things are typically done, let us know! Contact Melissa Waterman at 691-2330
or at melissa@mainelobstermen.org.
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
•••

Advocating for a
sustainable lobster resource
and the fishermen and
communities that depend
on it since 1954.

STEAMING AHEAD
A Look Back at 2015
Since 1954, the Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA)
has pursued its mission to advocate for a sustainable lobster resource and the fishermen and communities that depend on it. 2015 was another busy and successful year for
the MLA and for Maine’s lobster industry. This month I’d
like to take stock of how the MLA has served its members
on the vast array of issues lobstermen face.
Staying in touch with lobstermen

President: David Cousens
So. Thomaston, 207.594.7518
1st VP: Jim Dow
Bass Harbor, 207.288.9846
2nd VP: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 207.259.3306
Sec/Treasurer: Arnold Gamage, Jr.
So. Bristol, 207.644.8110
Directors
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596.0177
Dwight Carver, Beals, 497.2895
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372.6429
Dustin Delano, Monhegan, 542.7241
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255.3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633.6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526.4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244.4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372.6941
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846.9279
Jay Smith, Nobleboro, 563.5208
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 829.2109
Elliott Thomas, Yarmouth, 846.6201
John Williams, Stonington, 367.2731
Donald Young, Cushing, 354.6404
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863.4905
Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Navigator
Alisha Keezer
alisha@mainelobstermen.org

Membership Director
Andi Pelletier
andi@mainelobstermen.org

Executive Assistant
Sarah Paquette
sarah@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
2 Storer St., Suite 203
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

The MLA spends a lot of time keeping its ear to the ground
to keep in touch with lobstermen. We gain from the insight of
MLA Board members and from attending the many zone council and Lobster Advisory Council meetings around the state.
This has been particularly important in 2015 as these councils discussed potential changes to the state’s lobster licensing program and the development of a state Lobster Fishery
Management Plan. The MLA has attended all of the DMR
Commissioner’s meetings over the past three years to hear the
industry’s suggestions and concerns on this sensitive issue.
The MLA regularly meets with DMR staff and the
Commissioner to keep lobster issues front and center with
the agency. We stay in close contact with the members of
the Legislature, Governor and our federal delegation as relevant issues arise.
The MLA works not only with DMR but with other state agencies that influence the lobster fishery including the Board
of Pesticides Control (BPC), Department of Environmental
Protection and Department of Transportation. In 2015,
these issues ranged from examining the effects of pesticide
residues on the lobster stocks in Maine to monitoring proposed dredging projects and other actions that may affect
the lobster industry. Over the past year, the MLA spent a
considerable amount of time attending meetings and talking with fishermen, government officials and other stakeholders on the proposed Searsport dredge project which is
now on hold. The MLA submitted comments to the state
highlighting the many concerns that have been voiced
from local fishermen on the project.
Keeping Maine’s lobster industry profitable
Profitability has been a major concern in the lobster industry since the international financial crisis in 2008.
The economic situation has had its ups and downs since
then. During the past seven years, the MLA has worked to
put tools in place to stabilize profitability. In addition to
working with lobstermen and dealers to improve lobster
handling and lobster quality, the MLA added its voice to
many others in lobbying the Legislature to establish and
adequately fund a marketing program for Maine lobster.
As a result of our collective efforts, the Maine Lobster
Marketing Collaborative was established in 2013.
Since then, the MLA regularly attends Collaborative meetings to monitor its activities and provide accountability
back to lobstermen. MLA staff and board members also
regularly attend the annual Seafood Expo North America
( formerly the Boston Seafood Show) to stay up-to-date on
international seafood marketing efforts.
Keeping Lobstermen Healthy and Safe

Board of Directors’
meeting schedule
All meetings take place
at Darby’s Restaurant,
Belfast.

2015 marked the completion of MLA’s second year helping
fishermen and their families get health insurance through
the Affordable Care Act. Since we began this work, the MLA
has assisted hundreds of fishing families along the coast in
understanding the health insurance options available to
them and completing enrollments.

February 3, 9 a.m, at the Belfast
Library

In the fall, MLA said good-bye to our first health insurance
Navigator, April Gilmore McNutt, who made the MLA the
go-to resource for fishermen with health insurance questions. The MLA then welcomed Alisha Keezer who has ably
filled April’s shoes and taken MLA’s health insurance assistance to a new level.

March 4, Annual Meeting
April 6, noon

The MLA board and staff helped the Maine Maritime
Museum with its new lobstering exhibit, which opened in
July, 2015. MLA photo.
The MLA works with many organizations and businesses
in Maine’s health insurance community to assist with enrollment and health insurance outreach events. The MLA
also collaborates with researchers who are working to understand the health and safety challenges facing Maine
fishermen. We have helped distribute surveys to fishermen
that address health issues, safety at sea and the ergonomics of fishing, research that could improve fishing practices
for lobstermen. In 2015, the MLA partnered with Fishing
Partnership Support Services of Massachusetts to offer a
low-cost CPR and ergonomics workshop as well as free
safety and drill conductor training in Portland.
The new Coast Guard fishing vessel safety regulations have
been a challenge for the fishing industry. The MLA made
sure that lobstermen were informed of the new requirements including the October 2015 deadline for mandatory
fishing vessel safety exams for those operating in federal
waters and the life raft requirements which will become effective later this year and in 2017. Coast Guard representatives attended the 2015 MLA Annual Meeting to answer
questions about these regulations. The MLA is working
with Fishing Partnership Support Services and Maine’s federal delegation to request federal funding to expand safety
training opportunities in Maine and to discuss extending
the life raft repacking requirement to every two years.
MLA in the Community
Because the MLA is a membership organization, we take
our connection to Maine’s fishing communities and organizations seriously. Each year the MLA attends the Maine
Fishermen’s Forum, the Massachusetts Lobstermen’s
Association weekend and the Lobster Institute Town
meeting to interact and learn from other fishing associations. In 2015, the MLA also participated in the Casco Bay
Estuary Partnership’s strategic planning work and presented on the importance of the Casco Bay lobster fishery
at the “State of the Bay” conference. The MLA met with
Vinalhaven lobstermen to discuss whale rules and other
issues, and attended many other conferences and networking events including the Maine Association of Non-Profits
sustainable food panel and Fishing Partnership Support
Service’s Fishermen’s Health meeting.
Over the past several years, the MLA worked closely with
the Maine Maritime Museum on its new exhibit, Lobstering
and the Maine Coast, which premiered in 2015. The MLA
provided technical advice on exhibit content, recruited lobster buoys for the installation and participated in the opening events. The MLA also gave presentations as part of the
Museum’s lecture series celebrating the lobster industry.
The MLA regularly answers calls from our members, the
public and the press about lobster issues, and we serve as
a resource for many students, universities and other organizations seeking information on the lobster industry.
Continued on page 20
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA DIRECTORS MEETING SUMMARY

NEWS YOU CAN USE

The MLA Directors met on January 6 in Belfast. Matt Jacobson, Maine Lobster
Marketing Collaborative director, updated the Board on the Collaborative’s accomplishments and its goals for 2016.

HIGHFLYERS REQUIRED ON OFFSHORE LOBSTER GEAR

“Ninety percent of Maine lobster sold nationally goes to restaurants. But we are
only on the menu four percent of the time. Lobster of any kind is on the menu
just 17% of the time,” Jacobson told the MLA. “How can we change that?”

Major Cloutier informed the Lobster Advisory Council in January that
Marine Patrol will soon be actively enforcing federal offshore gear marking
requirements in place outside of 12 miles.

The Collaborative’s response has been to focus on upscale casual restaurants
where chefs develop flavors and styles that can become mainstream. In 2015,
the Collaborative brought chefs, restaurateurs and food journalists together
with Maine lobstermen and lobster at hosted events in New York City and
Chicago. At those gatherings many chefs ordered lobster on the spot. MLMC
will build on this success in 2016 by further connecting Maine lobstermen to
the culinary worlds in New York, Atlanta and Washington, D.C.

Federal law requires that lobster trap trawls fished outside 12 miles (North
of 42°20´) must have a radar reflector and a single flag or pennant on the
westernmost end (marking the half compass circle from magnetic south
through west, to and including north), while the easternmost end (meaning the half compass circle from magnetic north through east, to and including south) must be configured with a radar reflector only. Standard
tetrahedral corner radar reflectors of at least 8 inches (20.32 cm) (both in
height and width and made from metal) must be employed. Furthermore,
no American lobster trap trawl shall exceed 1.5 nautical miles (2.78 km) in
length, as measured from radar reflector to radar reflector.

Jacobson views lobstermen as shareholders in his organization’s efforts to promote Maine lobster. The Collaborative will hold media trainings for lobstermen
during the Maine Fishermen’s Forum and schedule other trainings with groups
like the MLA. Lobstermen will be invited to take part in the Collaborative’s 2016
presentations. The Collaborative will produce a quarterly report card to measure the results of its work and provide accountability to the industry, in addition to its annual meeting which is held during the Maine Fishermen’s Forum.
The MLA briefly discussed the effects of El Nino this year, specifically the warm
ocean temperatures. The lobster industry must remain vigilant in tracking
these changing ocean conditions and prepare for potential impacts on the lobster market. The MLA board highlighted the need to focus on the best quality
and handing practices since we can’t control the weather. Ocean observation
data in 2015 show temperatures returning to 10-year averages or cooler, but
then jumping to the 10-year highs in December and January. If the strong El
Nino continues, this could translate into very warm spring ocean water temperatures reminiscent of 2012. Kristan Porter told the board that there will be
a session at the Forum on Thursday afternoon with fishermen from Alaska,
Australia and other parts of the world discussing their observations of changes
in their areas.

WE NEED YOUR INPUT!
NOAA is planning to conduct a hydrographic survey of inshore Penobscot
Bay in 2016 using the 123-foot twin-hulled ship R/V Ferdinand Hassler.
Previous surveys resulted in gear conflicts with lobstermen in southern
Maine. NOAA is seeking feedback on the scope and location of the area
proposed for survey and the survey window that will minimize gear conflict with the lobster industry.

The gray area shows the area proposed for survey in 2016; the darker areas are complete.

Ocean temperature data at 50 m. from Pen Bay buoy F. Source: NERACOOS.
The MLA Board discussed plans for the MLA Annual meeting on Friday, March
4 at 9 a.m. at the Samoset Resort in Rockport. Jean Lavallée is confirmed as the
keynote to speaker. He will speak about how the biology of the lobster dictates
its quality and is affected during handling.
NOAA is seeking industry input on a hydrographic survey of inshore Penobscot
Bay in 2016 using the Ferdinand Hassler. Previous surveys resulted in gear conflicts with lobstermen in southern Maine. NOAA is seeking feedback on the
area proposed for survey and when the survey should or should not take place.
MLA Directors said that a survey this close to shore would only be viable during the winter months.
The MLA discussed LD 1503 which proposes several key changes to Maine’s
lobster licensing and entry system. [see summary in adjacent box]. The overarching sentiment expressed by MLA Directors and members was that this bill
undermines the power of the zones with no guarantee that the waiting lists will
shrink faster. The MLA does not support taking power away from the zones.
Further, the zones already have the authority to do what is proposed, so the
Legislature should not force all zones to use licenses as the basis for the exit
ratio. Every zone is different; they have different priorities, different amounts of
fishing pressure, crowding and economics. Many believe that the current system is doing its job, and in time there will be more movement from the waiting
list.
Overall the MLA supported the idea of expanding opportunities for students,
but there was much debate over the details of the proposal. Maine needs to
provide opportunities to keep young people in Maine; we need good jobs and
a reason for them to live in their communities. Is 23 the right age? Should it
be younger? Is it fair to expand opportunities for students when the problem
Continued on page 10

LICENSING BILL SUMMARY
LD 1503, An Act To Create a Class II Limited Lobster and Crab Fishing License
and Improve the Limited Entry System, is scheduled for public hearing before the Marine Resources Committee on February 10, 2016 at 10 am. This
bill contains provisions to improve the lobster fishery’s entry system and
address latent effort.
LD 1503 proposes to address the waiting list in three ways:
•

Change the exit ratio from tags or licenses to licenses for all lobster zones.

•

Extend the age a student can obtain a commercial license from before
18 to before 23. Under this proposal, you must start the program before you turn 18 and obtain a high school diploma or GED in order to
obtain a commercial license without going on the waiting list. You do
not have to be a student to use this extra time.

•

Allow Apprentices who have completed their training to participate
in the Island Limited Entry program without having apprenticed in
the zone where the island is located. The bill also changes the support
required in an island referendum from 2/3 to a majority.

LD 1503 proposes to address the waiting list in two ways:
•

Create a new “Limited Commercial Class II” lobster license that is eligible for only 300 tags and license and marketing fees that are half those
of the full Class II license. A lobsterman who purchases this license,
cannot go purchase a regular commercial license in future years. This
license is not counted toward the exit ratio until it is retired. The existing over 70 half price licenses are eliminated.
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA continued from page 9

lies with the waiting list? Should students be required to have a diploma or
GED? There are many successful lobstermen who don’t have those. Should the
provision to be a student be waived altogether? Some believe we should create
incentives for fishermen to be well educated. Many raised concerns over letting
an additional 53 students into the zones if the provision were implemented
retroactively.
The MLA Board worried that these two provisions could actually result in increased effort in the fishery, which is not acceptable. There were strong concerns that using licenses as currency will increase effort on the water as latent
licenses may be replaced with active licenses. Students are already getting in,
and also a lot of latency that has been activated by the commercial lobster license holders. Others worry that so many lobstermen have survived lean times
in the past. If lobster stocks take a downturn, or if the offshore fishery dries up
and that effort moves back inshore, younger people will not make it if we continue to bring more lobstermen into the fishery. Others fear that this scenario
would set Maine up for future trap reductions. It seems like a risky proposition,
given that scientists have predicted there could be a downturn in the fishery
based on lobster settlement.
Maine’s lobster fishery is one of the most sustainable fisheries in the world.
We’ve gotten many things right and have a lot to lose if we make the wrong
changes. There is inevitably pressure to access the fishery during times of success and profitability. Comparable fisheries around the world are either closed
or there is a high cost of entry into the fishery. Maine’s lobster fishery is successful because of our conservation practices, stewardship and co-management through the zones. The public hearing for LD 1503 is Feb 10 at 10 a.m.
MLA Directors met on February 3 for a workshop to further discuss the bill.

•

Allow a lobsterman to purchase up to the maximum number of trap tags s/
he purchased in any previous year.
DO YOU NEED A LIFE RAFT?
The Coast Guard has pushed back the deadline on the life raft requirement
for vessels fishing outside of three miles to November 1, 2016. For those vessels that operate exclusively in warm water (inside 20 nautical miles from the
coastline from July 1 through September 30), the requirement is pushed back
until February 1, 2017. The Coast Guard had originally targeted February
2016 for implementation. See the January issue of Landings for more details.
DMR ONLINE LICENSING
Still no news on the launch of the DMR’s new online licensing system. You
can renew your license the old-fashioned way by contacting the Licensing
Division at 624-6550 and having an application mailed to you, or you can
download one from the DMR website. Fishermen should check the DMR
website often for updates on when the online renewal system will be available.

LOBSTER EXPORTS TO CHINA
NOAA Fisheries Office of International Affairs and Seafood Inspection has
updated key lobster industry members, including the MLA, on an emerging
trade issue with China. China has been reviewing the inspection standards for
much of the food it imports. The Chinese visited the U.S. during last summer
to review NOAA’s Seafood Inspection program and, specifically, lobster. NOAA
reports that the Chinese did not voice any concern over the controls in place
regarding the export of lobster at that time. However, in early December, 2015,
NOAA received a report from the Chinese that they have concerns and plan to
test all shipments of live lobster arriving in China. Since testing could take five
to seven days, this could result in high losses of live shipments.
NOAA has responded by implementing an annual monitoring program for lobster. Testing would take place on a quarterly basis so that the Chinese would
not need to test shipments of live lobster arriving in China. The Chinese are
expected to visit Canada in April to look at similar issues with lobster exports.
Therefore, NOAA is proposing that this testing program be implemented in the
U.S. and Canada so that both fisheries operate under the same export standards.
MAINE TO IMPLEMENT JONAH CRAB PLAN

The Lobster Advisory Council had a full audience when it met in January to
discuss Rep. Walter Kumiega’s bill to revamp the licensing system for
commercial lobstermen. Photo by P. McCarron.
LOBSTER ADVISORY COUNCIL
The LAC met on January 19 to discuss LD 1503 and vote on its proposals. The
LAC voted unanimously to oppose changing the currency for exit ratios to licenses. The LAC supports the status quo which allows zones the option to base
exit ratios on licenses or tags.

In accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC)
Jonah Crab Plan adopted in August 2015, Maine DMR has proposed rules to
implement size and possession limits for Jonah crabs. These new requirements
include setting a minimum size of 4.75 inches; making it unlawful to possess
egg-bearing, female Jonah crab; making it unlawful to possess mutilated Jonah
crabs on board a vessel; and making it unlawful for recreational possession of
more than 50 Jonah crabs per person per 24-hour day. In addition, the proposed
rulemaking consolidates three pre-existing regional and seasonal limits on crab.

The LAC voted unanimously to support expanding the student license program, so that students would have to complete the Apprentice Program before
they turn 23 (rather than 18 which is currently in place) in order to obtain a
commercial license without going on the waiting list. The LAC voted only on
this provision and did not vote on the other proposals to the student license
(such as starting before age 18, the requirement to have a HS diploma or GED,
or whether or not this provision should be implemented retroactively).
The LAC unanimously supported changes to the Island Limited Entry program
so that Apprentices who wish to participate in an island’s program do not need
to apprentice in the zone where the island is located. The LAC did not vote on
the proposal to change the support required in an island referendum from 2/3
to a majority.
The majority of the LAC did not support the creation of a Limited Class II commercial lobster license (vote 8:2).The LAC unanimously supported the changes
to allow a lobstermen to purchase up to the maximum number of trap tags the
license holder purchased in any previous year.
The LAC also discussed creating a new requirement for Apprentices on the
waiting list to renew their spot on the list annually.

Jonah crabs are often confused with rock crab (C. irroratus) although the species are biologically and taxonomically distinct. This confusion is largely due to
overlapping habitat and numerous regional common names attributed to both
species. The two species can be distinguished in a few ways. First, rock crabs
have smooth-edged teeth on the edge of the carapace, whereas Jonah crabs
have rough-edged teeth on their carapace edge. Second, rock crabs have purplish-brown spots on the carapace while Jonah crabs have yellow spots. Lastly,
Jonah crabs can be slightly larger than rock crabs.
Continued on page 11
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have rough-edged teeth on their carapace edge. Second, rock crabs have purplish-brown spots on the carapace while Jonah crabs have yellow spots. Lastly,
Jonah crabs can be slightly larger than rock crabs.
Deadline for comments: February 19, to Hannah Dean, Maine DMR, 21 State
House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333. (207) 624-6573.
Public Hearing: February 9, at 6 p.m., DMR Conference Room, Marquardt
Building, 32 Blossom Lane, Augusta.
IS YOUR GHOST GEAR STILL FISHING?
How long do your lobster traps continue to fish after you lose gear? According
to researchers at the Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences (VIMS) and the
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries, longer than you might think!
Research has shown the ferrous hog rings that are not exposed to air corrode
very slowly, while those that are hauled regularly (and exposed to the air) degrade very quickly. Ghost gear retrieval projects have found ghost panels still
intact in lobster gear that had been lost for at least five years. The Massachusetts
study found that ghost panels did not fail after two full years on the bottom.
Discussions are underway to explore more effective methods to incorporate
ghost panels into lobster traps.
MLA COMMENTS ON ASMFC HERRING PLAN
In November, the ASMFC Atlantic Herring Section approved the Public Hearing
Document for Draft Amendment 3 to the Interstate Fishery Management Plan
(FMP) for Atlantic Herring. The draft amendment recognized that the herring
stock has rebuilt since the 1990’s. There is now a broad range of age classes with
older and larger fish when compared to the stock during overfished conditions.
The amendment was initiated to strengthen spawning protections in Area 1A
(inshore Gulf of Maine) and address concerns raised by the commercial fishing
industry. The Public Hearing Document proposes 1) alternatives to the spawning monitoring program (protocol, default start dates, area boundaries, and
length of the closure period); 2) removing the fixed gear set‐aside rollover provision; and 3) requiring a vessel’s fish hold to be emptied before leaving on a
fishing trip.
MLA comments:
The Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) is providing comments on the proposals under consideration in the Draft Amendment 3 to the Atlantic Herring
IFMP document. MLA is Maine’s oldest and largest fishing industry organization whose mission is to advocate for a sustainable lobster resource and the
fishermen and communities that depend on it.
Maine’s lobster industry is worth well over a billion dollars and our coastal
economy depends on its success. In 2014, Maine’s 5,000 lobstermen landed
nearly 125 million pounds for the third year in a row, valued at more than $450
million. Maine lobster accounted for nearly 80% of the value of all seafood
landed in Maine and is by far our state’s most valuable fishery. While official
statistics are not yet available for 2015, industry feedback has indicated that
the 2015 has been another strong and profitable year for Maine lobstermen.
Maine lobstermen are the primary consumers of Atlantic herring. Fresh herring continues to be the preferred bait choice of most Maine lobstermen and
many depend solely on herring to bait their lobster traps. Lobstermen need
bait to fish, therefore the MLA has a strong, vested interest and sustaining the
herring stock and herring fishery over the long‐term.
The MLA supports the premise of Draft Amendment 3—we want to see effective measures in place to protect the spawning stock to help ensure the long‐
term sustainability of the herring resource and fishery. As noted in the public
hearing document, the herring stock has rebuilt since the 1990’s and there is
now a broad range of age classes with older and larger fish when compared to
the stock during overfished conditions. Therefore, it appears that the existing
management plan has been effective and there is no pressing need to make
changes unless they further improve the health of the herring stock in a manner that does not negatively impact the harvest of the resource and a steady
bait supply.
The ASMFC’s work to manage the herring fishery significantly and directly
impacts Maine’s lobster fishery. For example, during the 2015 fishing season,
the bait supply experienced many interruptions, which cost the lobster fishery
time and money. The second trimester Area 1A fishery had been predicted to
last through September but was closed abruptly on August 28; the third trimester 1A fishery barely lasted one month closing in early November; the Area 3
fishery was closed on October 22; and the inshore spawning closures were in
place coast‐wide from August 15 to November 4. The impacts of these combined factors on Maine’s lobster fishery included a short‐term lack of bait for
some lobstermen resulting in time out of the fishery. Most of these lobstermen
had to scramble to find alternate bait sources in order to resume fishing. And
most lobstermen along the Maine coast experienced spikes in the price of bait
due to the unexpected lack of supply.
Spawning herring need to be protected to ensure the continued sustainabil-

ity of the fishery. The MLA has long supported spawning protections, particularly the earlier program that included a 20% tolerance. This approach worked
well for Maine and allowed for strong protections of spawning herring with
the least interruption to the fishery. It is important to consider how all of the
management requirements combine to affect the herring fleet’s ability to catch
fish during the period when demand for bait is highest. It has been challenging
under the current management structure to keep a steady supply of herring
landings during the late summer and fall months.
With regard to the specific proposals in draft Amendment 3, the MLA does
not feel that we have enough information to confidently support one proposed
option over another. The MLA would support the option that has the least interruption to the commercial fishery (4 week closures versus 6 week closures)
if it provides adequate protection for the fish. To ensure the least interruption
of the bait supply, the MLA would support a four week closure with sampling
during the last week of the closure to determine if it should be extended for an
additional two weeks. Under this scenario, the samples should be obtained in a
timely manner so that the closure remains in place without interruption.
The MLA does support the additional flexibility proposed in several of the options to obtain fish samples from outside the commercial fishery to provide
flexibility and help ensure that adequate samples are obtained if the herring
fleet is not operating in a particular area. The MLA did not see any justification
in the document to change the spawning area boundaries.
Finally, the MLA is concerned about the reported dumping of unsold herring
at sea if there is a bottle neck in the supply chain when the fish are landed.
The demand for fresh herring is very strong in the Maine lobster industry and
there is a strong market for every single herring that is landed. The MLA supports implementing provisions to prevent the dumping of fish, and requiring
an empty fish hold prior to trip departure could address this issue. However, it
is important to engage the herring fleet directly in this discussion as they are
the ones involved in the harvest and sale of those fish and may be able to provide alternate solutions to address this issue.
Overall, the herring stock has rebuilt and is stable. We applaud the Commission
for seeking out options to further improve the overall health of the herring
fishery. Given the lobster industry’s strong dependence on the Atlantic herring
fishery for our bait supply, please carefully consider the implications of further
interrupting the herring fishery since this will greatly impact the Maine lobster
fishery during the late summer and fall months. Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely, Patrice McCarron

Many thanks
to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!
Accutech Marine Propeller

Harbor Bait Inc.

Nicholas H. Walsh, PA

Allen Insurance &
Financial

HR Beal& Sons Inc.

Northeast Marine Survey Inc.

Atwood Lobster

Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts

Beals-Jonesport Coop
Inc.
Bell Power Systems Inc.

Insterstate Lobster Co.

Island Fishermen’s
Wives

Bowdoin College Dining Services

Island Seafood LLC

Buoysticks.com

Lake Pemaquid Inc.

Cape Cod Bait

Linda Bean’s Maine
Lobster

Cape Porpoise Lobster
Co.

Kips Seafood Co.

Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.

Novatec Braids LTD
Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn.
Penobscot East Resource Center
Pete’s Marine Electronics
PJ Lobster Company
Polyform US
Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Co-op

Chapman & Chapman

Machias Savings Bank

Chase Leavitt & Co.

Maine Financial Group

Coastal Documentation
Cousens Maine Lobster

Maine Lobstermen’s
Community Alliance

Cushing Diesel, LLC

Maine Port Authority

Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co.

Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co. Inc.

Finicky Pet Food

McMillan Offshore Survival Training

The First NA

Midcoast Marine Supply

Weathervane Seafoods
Inc.

Finestkind Scenic
Cruises
F W Thurston Co. Inc.

Muscongus Bay Lobster

Georgetown Fishermen’s Coop

Nautilus Marine Fabrication Inc.

Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation

Newcastle Chrysler
Dodge Jeep

Guy Cotten, Inc

New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.

Port Lobster Co.
Re/Max Oceanside
South Bristol Fishermen’s Cooperative
Superior Bait and Salt
Superior Marine Products
Inc.

Weirs Motor Sales Inc.
:LOOLDP&RI¿Q 6RQV
Worcesters Lobster Bait
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BAIT
HERRING

REDFISH

POGIES

ROCKFISH

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.

Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our
complete range of marine power systems solutions is backed by a team with
exceptional knowledge and experience.
• More engine choices.
• More fully equipped and staffed locations.
• More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.

Why buy
secondhand?
Buy fresh,
buy direct!

FRESH

207. 594 . 0405

FROZEN

207. 542 .1856

• More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.
Contacts:
(in ME, NH, VT) Stewart Tuttle, 207-885-8082, Stewart_Tuttle@miltoncat.com
(in MA, RI) Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com

19 Front Street
Rockland, ME 04841
www.oharabait.com

$411-564#2/+..
$411-564#2/+..
/#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5


:RUNLQJWRPDNH
\RXUEHVWVHDVRQHYHU
a7KHRQHVWRSVKRSIRU\RXUOREVWHU FRPPHUFLDOILVKLQJQHHGVa

9LVLWXVRQOLQHDWZZZEURRNVWUDSPLOOFRP
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As a younger fisherman, I always want to
experiment and try new ideas so I can catch
more lobster. The folks at Friendship Trap are
always there to help me develop these ideas
and get the traps just the way I want them.
AND, I get a top quality trap that’s built to last
delivered when I need it.
—Trevor Hooper
Corea, ME

WHEN THE LOBSTER
MEETS THE TRAP,
YOUR EFFORTS TURN TO CASH!
You know how to catch lobster;
Friendship knows how to build traps –
together we can put more money in
your pocket. Can we help you earn
more with your next set of traps?
Aquamesh® is hot dipped zinc galvanized

“I really enjoy providing helpful information to our customers.
I see what’s working along the coast and can provide ideas
that can help them design their traps. Effort spent getting
their traps just the way they need them pays off!”
—Jerry Wadsworth, Friendship Trap road sales

Other wire mesh is galvanized before

after welding (GAW). With this process

welding (GBW). The wire is coated

Ƥ

with a very thin layer of zinc and then

through a tank of molten zinc emerging

welded together. During the welding

with a heavy zinc coating. The weld is

  ơ

completely covered and sealed with zinc,

the wire unprotected at the weld.

protecting it from all harsh environmental

The weld is completely exposed to

elements leading to a longer lifetime of

all environmental elements causing

use, typically 5x-10x times more when

premature rusting and breakage leading

compared to GBW products.

to a limited lifetime of use.

Here to serve you!
Jerry Wadsworth (207) 542-0842 jerryw@friendshiptrap.com
Jimmy Emerson (207) 483-6555 jemerson@friendshiptrap.com

H

MAINE

Friendship Office: (800) 451-1200; (207) 354 2545
Find us
Columbia Falls Office: (800) 339-6558
on Facebook
Visit our website: www.friendship
ptrap
p.com
www.friendshiptrap.com

HAMILTON

MARINE
Type I Offshore Life Vest
Adult Universal

COMMERCIAL

DISCOUNTS!
Fishing, Safety,
Hardware & more

406 MHz. 6 Year Non-Haz
Mat battery. 6 Year warranty.
Stainless steel antenna.
USCG/GMDSS Approved.

Order# 731676

closed cooling system!

Flush mount or ducted.
28,000 to 40,000 BTUs.

$
SAVE

125999 SAVE
Reg 1459.99
STD-CP590NC
Order# 752870

20

$

Reg 469.99

Hot Tub Coils

Patented specter and hybrid optics
allow for various combinations of
ŴRRGDQGVSRWOLJKWLQJ

Stainless steel tubing. Do not
bleach. Includes zinc.

14999

$

PFD-1A
Order# 748930

Search# MH-

Premium Adult Universal
Immersion Suit

$

279

99

KNT-1540-AU
Order# 753274

SAVE

30

$

Reg 179.99

2999

COMMERCIAL
USCG APPROVED
High-vis yellow
accent. Three
ƓQJHUHGPLWW
Removable head
pillow. Features
articulated arms
for easier donning.
Includes buddy line
and whistle.

200

$

High Performance LED Lights

COMMERCIAL

$

Adult Universal
Survival Suit
USCG/SOLAS APPROVED
Features diagonal
waterproof zipper,
loose gloves
attached with
wristlets, neoprene
boots with rubber
soles and hook/
loop intake.
6SODVKŴDSOLIWLQJ
becket, buddy line
and whistle.

$

249

99

VLE-PS2006-AU
Order# 759686

$

13.5" Diameter, 30" Tall

FROM

Order# 122640

11499

17" Diameter, 24" Tall
Order# 122639

Search# RIL-

5/16" Black Shock Cord

Electric Rope
Cutting Guns

UV resistant, solid black.
Order# 740364

35

¢ FT

$

100 Watts

Ft
9704 500
Spool

39

¢ FT $

109

13" high. Oil and slip resistant sole. Adjustable nylon
snow cuff. Insulating wool felt liner. Rated to -40°F.
Sizes 4-15. Waterproof.

Soft Toe Green

4499pair
Steel Toe Black
$
4949
pair
CNK-3500

CNK-3550

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT

$

120 Watts $

59 500 Ft
Spool

Chinook BadAxe Boots

$

PUR-15463
Order# 127675

Double cover, green tracer.
Order# 740363

SPECIAL
PURCHASE!

12" full VGA 800 x 600 high
resolution display. C-MAP NT+
and C-MAP MAX compatible.

$

Order# 731678

FREE HEAT from your engine’s

USCG Approved with
reflective tape.

6 Year
Battery!

34999
Cat I Automatic $
44999

Cat II Manual

800-639-2715
hamiltonmarine.com

CP590 GPS/WAAS Chartplotter

ACCUSAT EPIRBs

PUR-15463HD
Order# 735613

2697

3619

Fiske Skins Long Underwear
100% polyester fabric wicks moisture
away for quick drying. Peached finish
on the inside for added comfort.

Shirt

2799 XS-2XL
$29.99 3XL
Pants
XS-2XL
$
2699 $28.99
3XL
$

Search# GRD-GR

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.
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MAKE IT MAINE,
MAKE IT NEW SHELL
MARKETING MAINE LOBSTER IN 2016
Come join us at the 2016 Fisherman’s Forum on March 4th where MLMC executive director Matt
Jacobson and representatives from Maine Lobster’s global marketing firm, Weber Shandwick, will share
key learnings from 2015—as well as the 2016 plan for buoying interest in Maine Lobster. The 2016 plan
will focus on growing demand for Maine New Shell Lobster among chefs and culinary professionals as
the primary audience, with a secondary focus on media, influencers and consumers.
Annual Report to the Industry

facebook.com/lobsterfrommaine

twitter.com/lobsterfromme

instagram.com/lobsterfromme

Present your MLA membership
MLA MEMBERS
DISCOUNT DIRECTORY
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc
Dover, NH -- 20% off propeller repair.
Discounts vary by manufacturer for new
propellers,shafting and other hardware.

card at the following businesses and
receive generous discounts!

Hews Company, LLC
South Portland, ME -- 10% off all hydraulic
components and Cable Craft cables in 2015.

Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations.

/DZ2IÀFHRI-6FRWW/RJDQ//&
Portland, ME -- 20% discount on foreclosure
defense and bankruptcy legal fees.

Back River Financial Group
Farmingdale, ME -- Free initial consultation
and review of previous tax returns.

Liferaft Services, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off liferaft repack with proof
of MLA membership. CAN be combined with
other promotions.

Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 discount per drum on
multiple drum purchases (must show current
MLA card).
Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items for MLA members.
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual
subscription rate for $18.75 with MLA
membership noted on check.
Craig’s All Natural
Durham, NH -- 10% discount on all Victoinox
Cutlery.
Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price on traps
purchased at the Friendship store. Cannot be
combined with other discounts.
Hamilton Marine
Searsport, Rockland, Portland, Southwest
Harbor, Jonesport, ME -- Discounts available
WRFRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQ

0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promotional product orders.
Maine Design Company
Appleton, ME --10% discount to surveys on
lobster boats. Must be an MLA member &
mention this listing to get discount
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off MLA merchandise.
Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on USCG Drill
Conductor training.
Midcoast Marine Electronics
Rockland, ME -- 10% off list price on all
marine electronic products.
National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special annual subscription rate.

New England Propeller Inc
Plymouth, MA -- Discounts on marine
propeller, shafting, and related items, sales
& repairs.
Nicholas H Walsh PA
Portland, ME -- 20% off legal services.
North Atlantic Power Products
Exeter, NH -- 10% discount on parts and
service.
Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA
members.
Richard Stanley Custom Boats
%DVV+DUERU0(RIIÀQDOSULFHRI
hull with MLA membership
Sea Rose Trap Co.
Scarborough, ME -- 5% off trap list price
when you show your MLA card.
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance
plus 5% discount with proof of CG approved
Drill Conductor course within the last 5
years.
SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- $1000 discount for hull or
top
Weathervane Seafood Inc.
Kittery, ME – 10% off mail order purchases.
Just mention you are an MLA member. 1-800914-1774.
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
Winter Harbor, ME – 10% off picked lobster
meat.
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
ACCOUNTANTS

FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT

Back River Financial Group
John Hallee
690 Maine Ave
Farmingdale, ME 04344
207-622-3772
info@backrivergroup.com
www.backrivergroup.com
Free initial consultation and review of previous tax returns.

Farm Credit East
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcrediteast.com

BAIT DEALERS

Grundens USA Ltd
PO Box 2068
Poulsbo, WA 98370
360-779-4439/800-323-7327
info04@grundens.com

Bessy Bait LLC
155 Rear Batchelder Rd.
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
$5 discount per drum on multiple drum purchases (must show current MLA card).
Lighthouse Lobster & Bait
PO Box 194
Eastport, ME 04631
207-853-3137
Lund’s Fisheries Inc.
Wayne Reichle
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-898-5143
wreichle@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com

North Atlantic Power Products
Dan Jones
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
djones@glpower.com
10% off on parts and service

New England Fish Co.
446 Commercial St.
Portland, ME, 04101
207-253-5626
nefco@mac.com
www.raberfisheries.com

GIFTS

BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
Richard Stanley Custom Boats
PO Box 275
Bass Harbor, ME 04653
207-244-3795
lorraine@richardstanleyboats.com
www.richardstanelycustomboats.com
$1,000 off final hull price with MLA membership
SW Boatworks
Stewart Workman
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
$1000 discount for hull or top.
DOCUMENTATION SERVICES
Maine Design Company
Tom Lokocz
68 Snow Hill Rd
Appleton, ME 04862
tom@mainedesigncompany.com
www.mainedesigncompany.com
10% discount on lobster boat surveys for MLA
members who mention this listing.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
Amy Lent
243 Washington St.
Bath, ME 04530
207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members
Penobscot Marine Museum
PO Box 498, 5 Church St
Searsport, ME 04974
207-548-2529
kgoldner@ppm-maine.org
www.penobscotmarinemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.

Atlantic Edge Lobster
71 Atlantic Ave.
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-2300
aeli@myfairpoint.net

Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
PROPELLERS

FISHING, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES

Hamilton Marine
with locations in Searsport: 207-548-6302;
Southwest Harbor: 207-244-7870;
Rockland: 207-594-8181;
Portland: 207-774-1772;
Jonesport: 207-497-2778;
info@hamiltonmarine.com
www.hamiltonmarine.com
Discounts available to commercial fishermen

Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com

LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/WHOLESALE/
RETAIL

Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off apparel and promotional product orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc.
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for MLA
members.
Hews Company LLC
Katy Hews
190 Rumery St
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136
info@ hewsco.com
hewsco.com
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310
info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com
INSURANCE
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members. Additional 5% discount with proof of
completed C.G. Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor
course within the last 5 years.
Varney Agency Inc.
Michael Hennessey
PO Box 117
Machias, ME 04654
207-949-2034
mhennessey@varneyagency.com

Calendar Islands Maine Lobster LLC
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9140
john@calendarislandsmainelobster.com
Canobie Seafoods, Inc.
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com

New England Propeller, Inc.
Ron Peck
9 Apollo Eleven Rd.
Plymouth, MA 02360
508-747-6666
neprop@aol.com
Discounts on marine propellers, shafting, and
related items, sales and repairs.
REFRIGERATION SERVICES

Channel Fish Co.
370 East Eagle St.
East Boston , MA 02128
617-569-3200
paula@channelfishco.com
www.channelfishco.com
Cozy Harbor Seafood Inc.
PO Box 389
Portland, ME 04112
207-879-2665
jnorton@cozyharbor.com
www.cozyharbor.com
Craig’s All Natural LLC
25 Winecellar Rd.
Durham, NH 03824
603-397-5331
craig@craigsallnatural.com
www.craigsallnatural.com
10% discount on All Victoinox Cutlery
Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
http://littlecranberrylobster.com
Garbo Lobster
Pete Daley
PO Box 334
Hancock, ME 04640
207-422-3217
peted@garbolobster.com
Knuckle & Claw
Chloe Dahl
3112 West Sunset Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90026
chloe@knuckleclaw.com
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com
Luke’s Lobster
459 Grand St.
Brooklyn, NY 11211 212-387-8487
ben@lukeslobster.com
www.lukeslobster.com
Maine Coast LLC
15 Hannaford Drive, Unit 2
York, ME 03909 207-363-0876
Shucks Maine Lobster
150 Main St, Suite 4
Richmond, ME 04357
207-737-4800
johnny@shucksmaine.com
Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop
275 Island Rd
South Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com
Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681
207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com
Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net

Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com

www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.
Central Maine Cold Storage
84 Heritage Park Rd.
Bucksport, ME 04416
207-702-9045
brian@cmcs.biz
RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billys Inc.
PO Box 837
Ogunquit , ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com
www.barnbilly.com
Red Lobster Seafood Co.
450 S Orange Ave, Suite 800
Orlando, FL 32801
sazambuja@redlobster.com
www.redlobster.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net
SAFETY TRAINING & EQUIPMENT
Liferaft Services, LLC
Dan Greer
15 Hannaford Drive
York, ME 03909
207-363-0220
dgreer@survivalatsea.com
5% off liferaft repack with proof of MLA membership. Discount can be combined with other
promotions.
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at the
Friendship store. Cannot be added to other
discounts.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
137 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-730-2063
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA members
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session will include presentations
from state and national scientists, experts in meteorology, fishermen from
throughout the United States and
policy makers from all levels of government.”
Friday kicks off with the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association’s Annual
meeting featuring a presentation on
lobster quality and handling. Friday
also features a full-morning session
on “Groundfish Sector Management,
a Five-Year Review.” The change from
days-at-sea to sector fishing for
groundfish has had repercussions
throughout New England. The threehour presentation will review the results of this new management system.
On Friday morning there will also be
a review by Department of Marine
Resources (DMR) staff of the state
of Maine’s lobster industry. Recent
years have seen record-breaking
landings of Homarus americanus.
Fisheries scientists as well as lobstermen will share concerns about
the long-term sustainability of these
landings, which are the primary economic support of many coastal com-

munities.
DMR staff and Maine bait dealers will
talk about the situation with herring
stocks as well as DMR’s list of approved and prohibited bait species in
the afternoon. Currently the Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission
is considering changes that would
close the fishery during spawning
season and would impose a requirement that herring boats completely
empty their fish holds before starting
each fishing trip.
Officials from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) will be taking questions about
fisheries management in the Northeast
during a two-hour session Friday
afternoon. And the Maine Lobster
Marketing Collaborative will present
highlights of their 2015 efforts to improve demand for Maine lobster and
their marketing campaign for 2016.
On Saturday morning the Alewife
Harvesters and Elver Harvesters will
hold their annual meetings. There
will also be morning sessions on the
current scallop season as well as one
on scallop aquaculture in the state.

Another morning session will focus
on “Building Sashimi-Grade Markets
for Gulf of Maine Seafood.” Sashimigrade fish typically is caught by handline and represents the highestgrade fish possible, suitable for eating
raw. The future of Maine’s northern
shrimp fishery will be the subject of
a Saturday afternoon session. While
Pandulis borealis stocks are known to
go through natural boom-and-bust
cycles, the extremely low abundance
of shrimp has caused the fishery to
be closed during the past three winters. The effects of a warming Gulf of
Maine and other environmental factors may alter the species’ viability
even more in future years.
As the climate changes, Maine fishermen will also have to change. A Saturday
afternoon session, “Sustaining Maine’s
Fishing Communities: Economic
Diversification Opportunities,” will
tackle what those changes might be.
The lobster fishery remains robust
but increasing economic dependence
on that one fishery puts Maine’s small
coastal towns in jeopardy. Finding
other ways to make a living will help
to buffer changes that are likely to

come in the future.
It’s not all about fish during the
Forum. Saturday will also feature
a seminar on Medicare to educate
those approaching age 65 on how to
fully utilize this federal health insurance program.
On Thursday evening there will be
a Seafood Reception featuring seafood products harvested in Maine.
Friday night is the traditional night
for the annual Scholarship Auction.
Proceeds from the auction support
$1,000 college scholarships awarded
to children from families involved in
Maine’s fisheries. On Saturday night
Forum attendees will gather for the
annual Banquet and Dance, as well as
the presentation of the 2016 Marine
Patrol Officer award and the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association Golden
V-Notch Award.
All this plus cooking demonstrations,
a free health clinic, water survival
training, children’s events and a bustling Trade Show of businesses, nonprofit organizations, and science associations. It’s a lot to pack into three
days. We hope to see you there!

LOBSTER TRAP TAG WASHES UP IN SOUTHERN ENGLAND
Jay Butler and a group of volunteers from his town of Ovingdean,
East Sussex, on the south shore of
England, were cleaning trash from
their local beach in January when
he came across a Maine lobster
trap tag. He contacted the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association to share
the information with us, and to
make Maine lobstermen aware of the
amount of commercial fishing trash
found in his area.
“We are well aware that a large quantity of the garbage which accumulates on our beaches originates from
the eastern seaboard of the USA. A
group of volunteers including myself
regularly litter pick our local beaches
and the vast majority of what we find
is generated by commercial fishing.
My point for sending this message
is to ask that you might convey a
message to all of your members that
any items, however small, which are
discarded overboard will have envi-

Ten people removed approximately one ton of miscellaneous plastic in one hour from a stretch of beach 100 yards wide.
Photo by J. Butler.
ronmental consequences which are
further reaching than they might imagine. At least one million seabirds

We have what you need!

3XUVH/LQH%DLW

+HUULQJ5HGÀVK
3RJLHV
)UR]HQ3URGXFWV

Call 207-389-9155 or
Jennie’s cell: 207-841-1454 Email jenniebplb@yahoo.com

6HUYLQJPLGFRDVW0DLQH¿VKHUPHQ
since 1996

and one hundred thousand marine
mammals die each year due to plastic pollution.”

As the accompanying picture shows,
these English beach cleaners operate
in all sorts of weather!

McMillan Offshore
Survival Training
86&*$FFHSWHG)LVKLQJ9HVVHO
'ULOO&RQGXFWRU7UDLQLQJ
sinFH
John McMillan — )LVKLQJ9HVVHO
'ULOO&RQGXFWRU

www.mcmillanoffshore.com
jmcmcmillan@mcmillanoffshore.com
207-338-1603 Cell: 207-233-0787
MLA Members! Just $150 per training through April. Sign up U.S.C.G.
at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum or call us. Classes being scheduled in
F/V examiners
Garry Moores
Eastport, Jonesport, Southwest Harbor, Boothbay, Castine,
Kevin Plowman
Stonington, Belfast, Rockland, Harpswell, Portland.

SUBJECTS COVERED: $EDQGRQ 9HVVHO )LUH¿JKWLQJ 0DQ 2YHUERDUG
)ORRGLQJ'RQQLQJ,PPHUVLRQ6XLWV/DXQFKLQJ/LIH5DIWV3)'V0D\'D\
3URFHGXUHV9LVXDO'LVWUHVV6LJQDO
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JUVENILE LOBSTERS IN SOUTHWEST NOVA SCOTIA ABUNDANT
By Paul Withers, CBC News,
reprinted with permission.
Federal fisheries scientists say their
most recent sampling of juvenile lobster in southwest Nova Scotia indicate a decade-long trend of abundant
populations is holding steady. “It’s
closer to the long-term average. Not
the extreme high or low. Somewhere
along the middle of what we’ve seen,”
said Adam Cook, a federal research
scientist.
Canada’s Fisheries and Oceans department has three sites in southwest Nova Scotia where it captures
juvenile lobsters after they settle to
the ocean floor. Two methodologies
are used: Diver-based suction sampling; and passive collectors in boxes
placed on the ocean floor. Both quantify newly-hatched and older juvenile
lobsters at the end of the larval settlement season between August and
October. Fisheries and Oceans hopes

settlement sampling can be a predictor of future populations when they
mature to market size in seven or eight
years. “We are cautiously optimistic,”
Cook said of the fall 2015 survey.
Cause for caution
Cook says they’re years away from establishing a baseline. Settlement sam-

“We are seeing
some of the highest
abundances we’ve seen
on record ... These are
some of the
highest landings we’ve
ever seen.”
pling in Nova Scotia and elsewhere in
the Maritimes was established after
lobster populations soared over the
past decade.

Many factors have been put forward to explain the increase, including a corresponding decline in the
population of codfish which prey on
juvenile lobster. According to federal statistics, in the past year Nova
Scotia exported 34,531 tonnes of lobster (76,127,824 lbs.) valued at CN
$576 million.
The department has no experience to
compare with lower lobster populations in the 1980s and 1990s and says
time would also smooth out any
variables between sites. “The more
places where you get those extremes,
the broader the variability the less
certain you are of the central tendency or where the middle is, or
what is the average,” Cook said in an
interview at the Bedford Institute of
Oceanography. In the Gulf of Maine,
where identical sampling has been
underway since the 1980s, recent
years have shown a decline in young
lobsters.

Cause for hope
Decline has not shown up in Nova
Scotia’s lobsters, Cook said. “We’re
optimistic because things have continued to trend up and we haven’t
seen any indication of things moving downward quickly. That is where
some of our optimism is coming
from,” he said. “Our trawl surveys are
still showing a large number of lobster out there. But, [we’re] cautious
because there is a lot of variability in
the data we are collecting.
In addition to settlement sampling, Fisheries and Oceans also relies
on log book information from fishermen, catch rates and its own at-sea
surveys to evaluate the state of the
lobster stock. “We are seeing some of
the highest abundances we’ve seen
on record,” Cook said. “These are
some of the highest landings we’ve
ever seen.”

SAGGING CANADIAN DOLLAR HELPS SEAFOOD EXPORTERS
By John Sackton, SeafoodNews.com
First published Jan. 8, 2016. Reprinted with permission

Europe and China, as their currency will be more attractive as these currencies
weaken relative to the dollar as well.

The Canadian dollar is headed back to some of its weakest levels ever against the U.S. dollar, such as in 2001
when it averaged 65 cents. A new report from the Société
Generale bank says that the value of the Canadian dollar
is the most tied to oil prices of any currency, even more
so than the Russian ruble. With oil prices threatening to
go below $30 per barrel [which occured in late January],
the Canadian dollar could easily fall below 70 or 71 cents,
where it is currently trading.

It is likely that the Canadian currency will weaken
harder and faster. Although a benefit to exporters, the
weak currency could have other costs for the Canadian
economy. It will make things like orange juice, coffee and warm water shrimp more expensive, and will
make it harder for Canadians to take vacations in the
U.S. Eventually Canadian banks may have to raise interest rates, and that could push the country into a recession.

The weak Loonie is a boon to seafood exporters, and will
also serve to keep prices down in the US for Canadian
products like salmon, lobster and crab. The weak currency will also boost Canadian exports to the UK,

For 2016 however, the weak Canadian dollar should help
hold down prices on principal commodities like lobster,
salmon and crab.

Lavallée continued from page 3

fishermen are in order to get more people to attend,” Lavallée said. “My feeling
is that if the scientific community wants support for its work then it must make
that work relevant and accessible.”
According to Lavallée the focus in the Maritime Provinces right now should
be on instituting best practices throughout the lobster industry. “The goal is to
make sure that we harvest, transport and ship lobsters in the best way possible.
What that way is may change by region or the time of year,” Lavallée said. “But
fundamentally there are certain things that must be done.

“These are common sense things, like don’t leave
the lobsters out in the rain, don’t put them in a
tank without running water or leave them on
deck when it’s hot.”

An energetic man, Lavallée speaks with enthusiasm about what can be done to
improve the market for lobster. He sees a day when there will be quality standards in place for all Canadian lobster, offering a buyer a guarantee about what
is in a purchased crate. “The standards would dictate where the lobster would
go in the market. From a buyer’s perspective there must be a consistent supply
of a specific quality and we can’t do that now. If we can get our act together and
implement standards, it will work,” he said.
“The MLA worked with Lavallée a few years ago when we first started to get
organized around working with lobstermen to land the highest quality lobster that we can. I remember him talking to lobstermen about how lobsters
bleed and answering the age-old question of how quickly to V-notch a lobster,”
McCarron said.

Lavallée admits that he’s often found Canadian lobstermen a tough audience.
“Usually when I first talk they think I’m some city boy from Montreal telling
them what to do with their lobsters. But often there will be some guy who’s
been fishing for 60 years who will come up to me afterward and say that he’s
learned something from me about lobsters that he didn’t know before.”
All those meetings and travels have had some clear results. Lavallée recounted the change in behavior among New Brunswick lobstermen after he held a
series of lobster health workshops there two years ago. The lobstermen often
would haul through their 325 traps each day, leaving the lobsters in a tub of sea
water on the deck. On hot August days, that water soon warmed up and was
depleted of oxygen, weakening the lobsters. “Now, when it’s really hot weather
they will fish only half their traps and then come back in because they know
those lobsters won’t last. The buyers were calling me to say what a difference it
made in the product,” Lavallée said.

Lobstermen on Prince Edward Island and in other Maritime Provinces
are heeding Lavallée’s advice on how best to maintain the quality of their
lobsters. Photo courtesy of CBC.
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GOT BAIT? DMR BAIT LIST FINALIZED
By Melissa Waterman
In 2012, the state Legislature gave the Department of Marine Resources (DMR)
authority to review and prohibit the use of any freshwater or marine organism
as lobster and crab bait that poses an unacceptable risk to the marine environment and consumers. The new authority was in response to the growing use by
lobstermen of frozen bait made up of species caught on the West Coast, in fresh
water or abroad. Those species potentially could introduce diseases and pests
into Maine’s coastal waters.
A survey of bait dealers in 2013 revealed that 42 different species of fish were
being sold as lobster bait. DMR hired Kennebec River Biosciences to assess
the risk from those species to Maine coastal waters and creatures. The firm reviewed the risks based on possible pathogens carried, the toxicity threat to lobsters, and larger ecological consequences. Viruses such as viral hemorrhagic
septicemia and white spot syndrome were known to have entered the U.S. via
frozen seafood imports.
The new bait rules went into effect in June, 2015. “We’ve seen no effect from
the list,” said Wyatt Anderson, head of bait operations at O’Hara Corporation
in Rockland. “Carp was banned but we didn’t carry it anyway.” Seth Anderson,
who oversees O’Hara’s frozen bait department, also said the prohibited bait
list hadn’t caused him trouble. “Some guys want orange roughy but that’s no
big deal. In fact the list helped me out. Before I didn’t have room for what I sell
the most [rockfish, herring and pogies] because I had to stock all those other
things in the freezers.”
Jennie Bichrest, owner of Purse Line Bait in Harpswell, thinks that DMR did the
right thing to create the prohibited list but has taken too long to implement the
rules. “DMR was trying to do the right thing by giving us time to get rid of what
we had. Some guys gave DMR a bunch of bull about how much stuff like carp
they had in stock. So they have until May to sell it. One or two guys are gaming
the system and it fries my butt,” she said.
She also is concerned about the requirement to get approval from DMR to sell
a species found on the East Coast, like fluke. “I thought that originally the aim
was to get rid of the oddball stuff, bait from freshwater or the Pacific Ocean. I
was told that if I wanted to sell fluke from New Jersey it would have to be sent
to the lab and have all these tests run. I think anything that you can show was
caught in the Atlantic should be O.K.” she said.

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”
LET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.
HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
• POLISHED STAINLESS BACKPLATE
• ALL STAINLESS HARDWARE

DMR director of marine policy and management Deirdre Gilbert explained the
agency’s point of view. “If the species is not on the list now then a bait dealer
does have to contact us. When they do, the species is referred to the bait review
team, which does a literature search and risk assessment scoring to determine
if there’s a possible problem. We only go to the testing phase if something is
flagged by the team,” she said. Even if the literature indicates that a pathogen or
disease is associated with the species, there may be ways to mitigate that risk.
“It could be that there is no risk if the bait species comes in frozen, for example,
or in some other form,” Gilbert said. “The department is primarily concerned
that nothing is used that has diseases endemic to that species.

MARINE APPROVED
Species

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

Region of Origin
Gulf of Maine or Georges Bank

Atlanc Cod

US East Coast & Canada East
Coast

Atlanc Herring

US East Coast & Canada East
Coast

Croaker

US East Coast

Halibut

Atlanc & Paciﬁc Ocean

Kinky (aka rockﬁsh, long/short
spinyhead, idioish)
(Genus Sebastolobus)

Must be
frozen

US West Coast & Canada West
Coast

Lingcod

Atlanc & Paciﬁc Ocean

Mackerel

US East Coast, Japan, & Portugal

Mullet (Genus Mugilidae)

US & Canada

Orange Roughy

Australia & New Zealand

Menhaden (aka Pogie, Bunker)

US East Coast

Pollock

Atlanc Ocean only

Redﬁsh

N. Atlanc Ocean & Paciﬁc
Ocean

Red Alphonsino

NE Atlanc Ocean

Roundnose Grenadier

NE Atlanc Ocean

River herring (alewife, blueback
herring)

Maine

Rockﬁsh (Genus Sebastes)

Must be
frozen

US West Coast & Canada West
Coast

Sableﬁsh

Alaska & Western Canada

Skate

US Northeast Coast

Shad

Maine

Sole

US West Coast

Tuna

North Paciﬁc Ocean

Any species that was legally caught in Maine coastal waters

POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
• UP TO 120 FEET
• STAINLESS QUADRANT ASSEMBLIES
• STAINLESS HELMS
16” SPOKED WHEEL
• BRONZE
• CHROME

Restricons

Any Species in the NEFMC Groundﬁsh Complex

MARINE PROHIBITED
Species

Region of Origin

Unacceptable Risk

Any salmonid ﬁsh species (prohibited pursuant to DMR Chapter 24.23)
ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
• 11GPM @ 1500 PSI 2 Stage Pump
• Light, Versatile and Portable
• This unit will power 10”
and 12” and 14” Haulers
• Ideal for outboards and
other small boats
• Log Splitter

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
• no stress on boat timbers

OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 2000 lb. Capacity
• Sealed tapered
roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
• Stainless Sheaves

WORLD’S LARGEST POT HAULER MFG. FOR OVER 40 YEARS
Call John for more information 1-800-747-7550 • Or visit us on
the internet: marinHhydUDXOLFHQJLQHHULQJFRP

MARINE HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
17 Gordon Drive • Rockland, Maine • Fax: 207-594-9721
Email: marinhyd@midcoast.com

Alphonsino

New Zealand

Exoc pathogens

Bonito

Panama West Coast

Exoc pathogens

Cobia

South Atlanc Ocean, Carribean Sea

Unknown pathogen status

Cod

US West Coast & Canada
West Coast

Possibility of exoc agent

Flaish

Paciﬁc Ocean

Possibility of exoc agent

Hake

US West Coast

Exoc pathogens

Horseshoe Crab

Asia

Possibility of invasives

Pollock

Paciﬁc Ocean

Exoc pathogens

Paciﬁc Sardine (South
American Pilchard)

US West Coast & Canada
West Coast

Exoc pathogens

Snapper

Panama West Coast

Exoc pathogens

Tilapia

Panama West Coast

Exoc pathogens
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HEALTH INSURANCE ENROLLMENT ONCE AGAIN
SUCCESSFUL IN MAINE
Maine residents once again enrolled in Affordable Care Act health insurance
plans in record numbers during the most recent enrollment period, which ended
on January 31. More than 79,000 Mainers had enrolled in health insurance plans
by January 16, according to federal officials. Last year, 66,118 enrolled in Maine.
We spoke with Alisha Keezer, the health insurance Navigator for the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association, about the enrollment process and what she has experienced during the three-month enrollment period.

work”. Maine is pretty lucky because we
have three very good companies selling
insurance plans in the state. It’s really
up to the individual to determine how
they will use the insurance plan and to
do research on details like prescription
coverage or in-network services so they
choose a plan which meets their needs.

Who comes to you for assistance?

What do you enjoy about this work?

It’s a mix of all ages. I certainly wish more of the younger population would call.
I’ve found that those who are under 40 years old generally can find affordable
premiums even without receiving tax credits for coverage. The younger you are
the more likely you are to get a good plan at an affordabld price [54% of all enrollees in Maine are female; 33% are under age 35; 31% are between 55 and 64].

I’m helping people get something that
is vital to their physical as well as financial well-being. As an example, there’s a
lobsterman who fishes from Ogunquit.
He has a wife and two children, one
Alisha Keezer is the MLA’s
8-months old and one 4-years old. He’s
health insurance Navigator.
never had health insurance, just pays
everything out of pocket. He contacted
me early in this enrollment period but then just kept putting it off and putting
it off. I knew he comes in to Kennebunkport to get his bait so I told him to just
drop by the office sometime. And then I kept nagging him! He came in and
found a very affordable plan. The nicest thing was that he wrote me an email
to say thank you.

Do you see any patterns among those who you enroll?
Most of the people who call the MLA for assistance are coming in for the first
time. They are people who generally have never had any health insurance.
Does it matter where a person lives in terms of health insurance costs?
Maine is broken down into four ratings areas. The closer you are to an area
with doctors and medical infrastructure, the less your premiums will cost. For
example, in Washington County the premiums are really high. If you look at a
map of Maine counties you will see that the more rural the area, the higher the
premiums. That makes it harder for people in those areas to afford insurance.
However, the tax credits tend to be larger to mitigate the costs.
What do you think of the three health insurance companies offering plans
in Maine (Harvard Pilgrim, Anthem, and Community Health Options, which
closed new enrollment in December, 2015)?
As a Navigator, my job is to help consumers understand how each company’s
options might fit their needs. In Maine, each company offer comparable plans.
There are just little differences among them, like which doctors are “in net-

It’s important for people to realize that I am here for them not just when they
sign up but also afterward, if they have any questions or problems. I’m not going to disappear!

Keezer helped more 200 Maine lobstermen and their families obtain affordable health insurance through the Affordable Care Act by January 31. Now
she is available to assist those who may qualify for the special enrollment
period and to help lobstermen and their families with Medicare enrollment
as well.
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Steaming Ahead continued from page 8

MLA advised the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation on how regulations
and lobster fishing practices can lead to lost fishing gear, attended NOAA’s marine debris conference which focused on derelict fishing gear, and served on
the Steering Committee for the American Lobster in a Changing Ecosystem
conference in Prince Edward Island during which the MLA presented on the
economics of the Maine lobster fishery.
The MLA at the Legislature
The MLA is an active participant in Maine’s legislative process, interacting regularly with the Marine Resources Committee and state legislators. In 2015, MLA attended public hearings and provided comments on more than ten pieces of legislation addressing an array of issues such as the lobster entry system, latent effort and
enforcement of marine laws. The MLA was one of many voices successfully urging
the Legislature to keep the St. Croix River open to allow the passage of alewives.
MLA in Policy and Management
Lobster is a public resource, and with that status comes a vast array of management and regulatory issues. The MLA keeps track of all of them, and works to
ensure that when the dust settles, Maine lobstermen are still fishing and able
to make a living.
Whale Rules
When it came to the whale rules, 2015 was a busy year. The MLA worked with
DMR and lobstermen to identify ways to reduce the risk from vertical lines in
the water that the Maine lobster industry could live with. This included zoneby-zone trawling up measures which increase as a vessel moves offshore.
Importantly, these rules included the creation of the 6-mile line which lessened
the length of trawls needed at the 3-mile line. The original proposal required
trawling up immediately at 3 miles out to twleve miles.
Following the initial implementation of the whale rules, the MLA helped lead
the effort to exempt a ¼-mile buffer around Maine’s islands from the trawling
up requirements. The MLA attended the Take Reduction Team meetings, submitted written comments and distributed information to the industry.
The MLA commented on NOAA’s proposal to expand right whale critical habitat in the Gulf of Maine, urging them to scale it back even though NOAA determined “that neither commercial nor recreational fishery-related activities are
expected to affect the essential features of right whale foraging habitat.” The
MLA also commented on the important annual right whale stock assessment,
pushing for a balanced assessment of whales that focuses on the progress and

recovery of the species. To this end, the MLA attended the Science Review
Group (SRG) meeting which advises NMFS on marine mammal stock assessments. The MLA spoke at the Marine Mammal Commission’s Annual Meeting
about the Maine lobster industry’s involvement in the Take Reduction Team
process and on efforts to protect whales. The MLA prepared comments against
NOAA’s proposed rule to implement a ban on seafood imports that do not meet
U.S. marine mammal protection standards. The MLA also participated in the
review of NOAA’s Protected Resources program.
The MLA is a member of the Consortium for Wildlife Bycatch Reduction based
at the New England Aquarium, and continues to work with scientists to find
operationally-feasible methods to reduce whale entanglements in lobster gear.
Habitat and Cod Bycatch
The MLA tracked the development of the New England Fishery Management
Council’s (NEFMC) Habitat Amendment. The MLA attended public hearings
and provided comments to ensure that lobster gear is not excluded from any
of the revised habitat areas. The MLA also weighed in on the highly politicized
debate over the rate and impact of cod bycatch in lobster traps. The MLA emphasized that cod bycatch in lobster traps is rare; most cod caught in a trap
are returned to the sea alive. The MLA has met with researchers at University
of Maine who are studying this issue. So far, Maine lobstermen have not been
affected by these regulations.
Herring
The MLA continually tracks herring management at the NEFMC and the ASMFC.
The herring stock has rebuilt since the 1990’s and there is now a broad range
of age classes with older and larger fish. The MLA is following development of
NEFMC’s Amendment 8 which addresses the biological needs of Atlantic herring
and its importance as a forage species. The amendment will consider a range of
alternatives concerning the amount of herring that should be allocated to the
commercial fishery. The final plan could be in force for the 2017 fishing year. The
MLA monitors ASMFC’s days-out meetings to manage the inshore quota and
tracks weekly landings. The MLA also tracked development of ASMFC’s Herring
Amendment 3 which will implement stronger protections for spawning herring.
Shrimp
The MLA commented on ASFMC’s public information document to development a new shrimp management plan. The MLA urged the Commission not
to implement a limited entry system, but rather to implement a management
Continued on page 21

DMR Ventless Lobster Trap Study
Collaborative Fisheries Research

Study Goal

Contracted Boats

The American lobster stock was recently evaluated through a stock
assessment. One of the strongest recommendations of the assessment was
the need for more data, particularly for juvenile lobster. Started in 2006, the
Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR) is conducting a
collaborative Ventless Lobster Trap Study from June to August 2016 to
address this need.

Canadian border
– Addison

N. Penobscot Bay
Capt Travis Otis
F/V First Team

Capt Trevor Jessiman
F/V Miss Behavin'

Project Objectives
1) Characterize abundance & size-distribution.
2) Document the relative importance of depth to abundance & distribution.
3) Collaborative research between the fishing industry and DMR scientists.
4) Improve industry participation in the lobster stock assessment process.

Study Design
Sampling in Maine is divided into 3 NMFS statistical areas. Each area will
be sampled using randomly selected sites of 3 ventless traps. There will be
276 total sites. The sites are fished by lobstermen chosen by competitive
bid under contract to DMR. All experimental gear will have bright orange
poly buoys marked with DMR contact information. This is a fishery
independent study and DMR staff will be onboard all trips to measure all
lobsters.

All lobsters will be discarded.
Questions? Contact:
Kathleen Reardon

State of Maine

Senior Lobster Biologist
Kathleen.Reardon@Maine.gov
(207) 633-9404 Office
(207) 350-7440 Cell

A research collaboration between DMR and GOMLF

S. Penobscot Bay
Capt Josh Miller
F/V Dorcas Ann

Jonesport – MDI

Muscongus Bay

OPEN
FOR
BID

Capt. Michael Dawson
F/V Lisabeth Ann

MDI – Isle au Haut

OPEN
FOR
BID

Pemaquid –
Casco Bay

Ellsworth
Belfast

511

Katherine Thompson
Survey Coordinator
Katherine.J.Thompson@Maine.gov
(207) 633-9565

OPEN
FOR
BID

OPEN
FOR
BID

Casco Bay

512

Portland

Cape Elizabeth –
Boon Island

513

Gulf of Maine

Capt Ryder Noyes
F/V Shirley Girl
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WAVES OF THE FUTURE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
by Margaret Nagle
first published in UMaine Today, Winter, 2016

seen on Earth. The basin will be an important resource for companies in Maine and
throughout the world to develop next-generation ocean devices and structures.

A new wind-wave research facility to strengthen marine-related economic development in Maine, including boatbuilding, opened at the University of Maine
with the help of an award from the Harold Alfond Foundation.

“In an ocean state such as Maine, an important part of the economy revolves
around our ability to harness the Gulf of Maine’s full potential, while protecting
its delicate ecosystem,” said Habib Dagher, executive director of the UMaine
Composites Center and the BIW Professor of Structural Engineering.

The foundation awarded a $3.9 million grant to UMaine to match $9.98 million
already raised to establish the Ocean Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing
Laboratories at the Advanced Structures and Composites Center on campus.
The Alfond Foundation’s award will help equip the facility, hire world-class
engineers for the startup in 2015–16, and fund graduate and undergraduate students over three years. The new facility is called the W2 Alfond Ocean
Engineering Laboratory in honor of philanthropist Harold Alfond, a longtime
UMaine benefactor.
The ocean engineering facility will assist businesses in developing products for
the ocean economy, including improved boat and ship hulls; ocean energy devices such as wind, wave and tidal energy; aquaculture facilities; oil and gas
structures; waterfront infrastructure, such as bridges, piers, docks and port
facilities; and systems to protect coastal cities from the effects of erosion, sealevel rise and extreme storms.
Through it all, undergraduate and graduate students will receive hands-on
training in the research and technology, joining more than 1,800 students who
have gained real-world experience at the Advanced Structures and Composites
Center since its inception in 1996. “We are investing in people and infrastructure that will support ocean engineering and advanced manufacturing education and research, and grow Maine jobs,” says Gregory Powell, chairman of the
Harold Alfond Foundation.
The unique facility is equipped with a high-performance rotating wind machine
over a wave basin, which can simulate some of the largest wind and wave storms

The multipaddle wave basin has a rotatable wind machine, producing velocities up to 7 meters per second, for simultaneous application of scaled wind and
wave environments for sophisticated floating body model testing. The concrete
floor moves up and down to model ocean depths.
“These will be the only labs of their kind in Maine with world-class capabilities to educate students, and conduct cutting-edge research and development,”
says Dagher. “The R&D will support the growth of the ocean economies and
shipbuilding sectors in Maine and the nation, as well as the growth of digital
and additive manufacturing of thermoplastic composite materials.”
The Advanced Manufacturing Laboratory for thermoplastic composites will
utilize digital, additive and robotics manufacturing to reduce cycle time and
cost. Structural thermoplastics are recyclable materials that could transform
composite materials used in cars, ships, boats and aerospace applications. In
June, the Composites Center received $497,965 from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology to develop a national road map for advanced manufacturing of structural thermoplastics composites materials.
The total construction, equipping, and startup of the new laboratories over
the first three years will cost more than $13.8 million. Of that, the center had
raised more than $9.98 million through four grant competitions, which included funding through the U.S. Economic Development Administration, National
Science Foundation, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Maine
Technology Institute and a voter-approved bond. Commercial testing in the
facility is expected to begin in April.

Steaming Ahead continued from page 20

approach which protects spawning females, examines the impact of gear on
shrimp stocks and allows Maine fishermen from the entire length of the coast
an opportunity to access the resource.
National Monument and Federal Observers
The MLA joined several other regional fishing associations in opposing designation of any National Monument in the Gulf of Maine under the Antiquities
Act. Such a designation could permanently ban fishing and other activities in
the area and could be expanded at any time in the future. MLA’s letter urged
President Obama to implement any new ocean protections measures through
existing the management process, namely the NEFMC which includes broad
stakeholder input. The MLA also sent a letter to NMFS expressing concern over
the expansion of the federal at-sea observer program to Maine lobstermen, and
urged them to collaborate with DMR to streamlined or combine programs.
Collaboration with others
The MLA regularly collaborates with the region’s scientists and connects scientists and students with lobstermen who can assist in their research. In 2015,
the MLA Board hosted scientists from the Gulf of Maine Research Institute to
provide feedback on how to improve the model which predicts the timing of
the lobster shed to make this tool more relevant to fishermen. The MLA also
supports NERACOOS, which maintains part of the real-time oceanographic buoys in the Gulf of Maine and provides online tools to track changes in
ocean temperatures. The MLA serves of the RED Board (Research, Education
and Development Board or lobster license plate fund) and on the board of the
Island Institute.

Each week, MLA members receive an email with a selection of state, regional
and international news items relevant to the lobster industry, as well as an
overview of lobster, bait and fuel prices along the coast. The MLA also maintains a FaceBook page and Web site to convey information to the public and to
members. And, as many of you know, MLA staff are always available to answer
calls and emails from members during business hours.
In addition to ongoing communications, the MLA serves as a source of information for its members on complicated issues. MLA regularly publishes summaries of complex rulemaking and tracks monthly herring landings and closures. During the spring of 2015, MLA published a comprehensive summary of
the new whales to provide a user-friendly resource for lobstermen.
MLA’s Board of Directors meets monthly, except for August. Members are always welcome to attend these meetings or to reach out to any of the Directors
to find out what is going on. MLA’s Directors regularly discuss issues facing the
lobster industry as a whole and review how the MLA can best represent the
interest of its members.
It’s a sign of the value that the MLA holds in Maine’s lobstering communities
that the organization is still in business after 61 years. It’s a further sign of the
dedication of its board of directors and staff that so much can be accomplished
in a single year with so few paid employees. I hope that you all take pride in
your Association’s efforts on your behalf during this past year. See you at the
Annual Meeting in March!

MLA Vessel Insurance Program
The MLA Board did a thorough review of the MLA Vessel Insurance Program
in 2015. The MLA offers comprehensive hull and P&I coverage at competitive
rates through Smithwick & Mariners. The program offers additional discounts
if you have a completed a Drill Conductor course within the last five years.
Vessels insured through the program generally are not required to have the vessel surveyed for renewals and also does not require layup period. Any researchers working aboard a vessel insured through the MLA program are automatically covered if the vessel carries P&I.
Information you can Trust
The MLA believes that information is power and the association is committed
to keeping our members – and the industry as a whole – informed about the
many meetings, regulations and issues that affect the lobster industry. MLA
keeps every lobsterman, not just its members, on top of the news through
Landings, published and distributed monthly by our sister organization, the
Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance. Landings includes the MLA pages,
which include a round-up of MLA’s work on behalf of the industry.

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss

www.bessybait.com
Phone: 603.300.2846 or 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 rear Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.

Approved
Maine Labeling
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In the
NEWS
BANDAGES FROM LOBSTER SHELLS

ROCKWEED HARVESTING PROMPTS LAWSUIT

A startup company in Maine is developing a children’s bandage coated with
a substance extracted from crushed lobster shells that promotes blood-clotting and is resistant to bacterial infection. The company, Lobster Tough LLC,
shipped Maine lobster shells to a processor in Iceland for testing, and so far, the
results are promising, said Thor Sigfusson, an Icelandic investor in the company. Chitosan, the blood-clotting compound found in lobster shells, is currently
produced industrially by crushing shrimp shells and washing the solids with
acids to remove inorganic materials and proteins. The U.S. Army has used field
bandages treated with chitosan processed from shrimp shells.

Multiple alleged incidents of illegal rockweed harvesting have provided the
catalyst for Pembroke property owners to file a civil lawsuit against Acadian
Seaplants. The lawsuit seeks to determine who has ownership of intertidal
rockweed.

The lobster shells must be dehydrated to remove weight and lower shipping
costs. Lobster Tough this winter is shipping a portable dehydration machine
from Iceland to Maine. The company eventually plans to build a $2 million dehydration plant somewhere on the Maine coast. The bandages would be the
first commercial product developed through the New England Ocean Cluster,
a new business incubator in Portland.
LOBSTER PROCESSING PLANT TO REOPEN ON P.E.I.
The former Mariner Seafoods processing plant in Brudenell, Prince Edward
Island, which closed nearly three years
ago, has a new owner. The facility was
purchased by North Lake Fisheries,
the same Los Angeles-based company
that bought another P.E.I. fish plant
in 2013. The plant will process lobster
starting with the spring fishery in May.
The company’s goal is to maximize the
plant’s capacity, although a company
spokesman would not say exactly how
many jobs the plant will offer.

The plaintiffs are Ken and Carl Ross and Roque Island Gardner Homestead
Corporation. Marine regulators and
industry members are currently working on a management plan to ensure
rockweed is harvested sustainably.
Harvesters must have a license, but
there is no limit on how much may
be cut, raked or otherwise removed.
Landings have quadrupled since 2003.
In Maine, rockweed has comprised
over 95% of Maine’s seaweed landings by weight over the past five years.
An estimated 16.7 million pounds of
rockweed was harvested in 2013, compared with 468,900 pounds of other
seaweeds. Most rockweed in Maine is
processed into two general product
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia.
categories — nutritional supplements
for animals and people and concentrated fertilizers. With a total estimated
value of $20 million per year, rockweed is one of Maine’s most valuable marine
resources.
AND THE WINNERS ARE…

MLA photo.

In early January, three Maine lobstermen found that they held the winning
tickets to the Rockland Lobster Trap Tree. Travis Carter of Waldoboro, Fred
Allen III of South Thomaston, and Quinten Toothaker of Harpswell each won
50 traps from Brooks Trap Mill. More than 340 tickets were sold at Brooks Trap
Mill, Hamilton Marine, Camden National Bank, and The First for the Trap Tree,
which was organized by Rockland Main Street. The proceeds support Rockland
Main Street’s community events.

Officials from Rockland Main Street and city council members selected the
names of three lobstermen as the winners of the Rockland Lobster Trap Tree.
Photo by B. Birmingham, Rockland Courier-Gazette.

PLASTICS IN THE OCEAN GOING UP
There is a lot of plastic trash floating in the world’s oceans. But that quantity
pales in comparison to the amount that the World Economic Forum, a publicprivate nonprofit organization based in Switzerland, expects will be floating in
the oceans by the middle of the century.
If the world continues to produce and improperly dispose of plastics at predicted rates, plastics in the ocean will outweigh fish pound for pound in 2050,
according to the report released in January. Worldwide use of plastic has increased twenty-fold in the past 50 years, and it is expected to double again in
the next 20 years. By 2050, the world will be making more than three times as
much plastic stuff as it did in 2014. About a third of all plastics produced escape
collection systems and often wind up in waterways and ultimately, the oceans.
Currently, that amount is approximately 8 million metric tons of plastic a year.
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February 2-4
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
winter meeting, Alexandria, VA. FMI: asmfc.org.
February 4
“Plankton and the future of the Gulf of
Maine ecosystem,” 5:30-7 p.m., Gulf of Maine
Research Institute, Portland. FMI: 772-2321.
February 9
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative meeting, Island Institute, Rockland. FMI: 541-9310.
“A Climate of Change” screening of four films
by the Island Institute, 6 p.m., One Longfellow
Square, Portland. FMI: 594-9209.
Maine DMR Public Hearing on Jonah
Crab Plan, 6 p.m. DMR Conference Room,
Marquardt Building, Augusta.
February 10
Lobster licensing bill public hearing, 10 a.m.,
State Office Building, Augusta.

February 19
Deadline for comments on Jonah Crab Plan.
Send comments to Hannah Dean, Maine
DMR, 21 State House Station, Augusta, Maine
04333. (207) 624-6573.
February 22-23
New England Fisheries Management Council
inshore sea scallop fishing workshop,
Warwick, RI. FMI: nefmc.org.
February 25
Maine Seafood Network, Coastal Enterprises,
Brunswick. FMI: monique@mainecoastfishermen.org.
Upcoming
March 3-5
41st annual Maine Fishermen’s Forum,
Samoset Resort, Rockport. FMI: mainefishermensforum.org
March 4
Maine Lobstermen’s Association Annual
Meeting, 9 a.m., Samoset Resort, Rockport.
FMI: 967-4555.

March 6-8
Seafood Expo North America, Boston Convention
Center, Boston, MA.
March 10
“Feeding the World: Responsible Aquaculture in the Gulf
of Maine,” 7-8 p.m., Gulf of Maine Research Institute,
Portland. FMI: 772-2321
March 11-12
2016 Canadian/U.S. Lobstermen’s Town Meeting, Westin
Harborview Hotel, Portland, Maine. FMI: 207-581-1443.
April 6
MLA Board meeting, noon, Darby’s restaurant, Belfast.
FMI: 967-4555.
April 19-21
New England Fisheries Management Council meeting,
Mystic, CT. FMI: nefmc.org.

Captain Keith Colburn
from the series “Deadliest Catch”
to speak at Maine Fishermen’s Forum!

RIGHT WHALE CRITICAL HABITAT AREA
EXPANDED
NOAA announced in late January that critical habitat for endangered North Atlantic right whales has
been expanded along the East Coast. The expanded critical habitat area includes the right whales’
northeast feeding area which encompasses the entire Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank and the southeast calving grounds from North Carolina to Florida.As defined under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA), critical habitat within the range of the species consists of areas that contain physical or biological features essential to conservation of the species.

§
§
§

NOAA has stated that these new regulations will not affect commercial fishermen. “As part of its
impact analysis, we concluded that commercial fishing activities, as currently conducted, are not expected to affect the essential features of right whale foraging habitat with the exception of a potential
future directed copepod fishery. Gear restrictions currently in place to protect large whales, including
right whales, were established by the regulations implementing the Marine Mammal Protection Act’s
Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Plan. Changes to gear restrictions are beyond the scope of this
rulemaking to designate critical habitat under the ESA. The Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction
Team process is the proper venue to consider the adequacy of gear restrictions. Consequently, we are
not making any changes to the current gear restrictions as part of this critical habitat rule,” NOAA
officials said in a statement.

Captain Colburn will participate in the session
Questioning our Changing Oceans
Thursday, March 3rd, 1 to 3pm
Samoset Resort, Rockport, ME

DON’T MISS OUT!
He plans to be in attendance for the entire 3 day event.
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A good partnership
is hard to find.
MLA members are invited to attend

the Boston Seafood Show!
(now the Seafood Expo North America)

You are paying to market Maine lobster.
Come see for yourself how seafood is
marketed and sold.
This show is a must see!
When? Monday, March 7th, 2016
Where? Catch our coach in Bangor, Augusta,
Portland, or Kennebunk.
Cost? $45 includes bus fare and entry to the
show.
To register: call Andi at 967-4555 or email
andi@mainelobstermen.org.
Pre-registration is requird.
Please register by February 15th to reserve your seat.

Paula Lunt photo.

That’s why we value the relationship we have with
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance. With discounts offered to
MLA members and coverage solutions for every type of
vessel, we’re a team that can’t be beat.
Our Vessel Insurance Program offers competitive rates, no
layup period, and coverage for researchers working on
your vessel if you carry P&I coverage.
g

Become part of the solution.
Join the MLA and connect.
www.mainelobstermen.org/membership
207-967-4555 or andi@mainelobstermen.org

Not a member? Become one now! 207-967-4555
or www.mainelobstermen.org/membership

Garbo depends on the hardwork
and stewardship of Maine lobstermen.

Thank you !
3RXQG5G32%R[+DQFRFN0DLQH
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